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Abstract in lingua italiana

Fin dalla sua invenzione, gli scienziati hanno utilizzato il microscopio per
indagare le meraviglie della natura e della biologia, rivelando dettagli che
altrimenti sarebbero invisibili ad occhio nudo. I microscopi sono diventati
strumenti sempre piú sofisticati e complessi grazie ai progressi dell’ottica e
della fotonica, e l’introduzione dell’illuminazione laser ha cambiato rad-
icalmente il concetto di microscopia, spostandolo dalla semplice osser-
vazione morfologica al riconoscimento delle strutture chimiche. Il poten-
ziale eccezionale della microscopia ottica non lineare come tecnologia rap-
ida, senza bisogno di marcatori, altamente specifica e ad alta risoluzione,
cosí come i suoi benefici rispetto i metodi standard, sono stati ampiamente
dimostrati. Inoltre, le varie modalitá non lineari di microscopia possono es-
sere combinate in un singolo microscopio per sfruttare a pieno la capacitá
delle informazioni che le immagini multimodali possono dare.

In questa tesi, dopo il capitolo introduttivo e il capitolo sui fondamenti
teorici, vengono presentati tre lavori sperimentali che ho condotto durante
il mio dottorato. Questi tre lavori esplorano diversi aspetti della micro-
scopia ottica non lineare, prestando particolare attenzione alle applicazioni
biologiche. A ciascuno di essi é dedicato un capitolo.

In primo luogo, ho concentrato la mia attivitá di ricerca sui meccan-
ismi di fotodanneggiamento: dato l’uso crescente dei laser pulsati nelle ap-
plicazioni di biofotonica, é cruciale assicurarsi che il campione non venga
danneggiato dal laser mentre viene osservato. Quindi, ho studiato la risposta
delle cellule tumorali alla luce laser ultracorta nel vicino infrarosso. Ho
misurato il tasso di sopravvivenza delle cellule HeLa in funzione della
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potenza del laser, della velocitá di scansione e del tempo di esposizione,
irradiandole con impulsi di 130-fs a 1040 nm di lunghezza d’onda e 80
MHz di frequenza di ripetizione in due configurazioni di illuminazione dis-
tinte. Per fornire informazioni rilevanti sulle circostanze di lavoro sicure a
molti ricercatori che pianificano esperimenti che richiedono l’illuminazione
laser, i risultati degli esperimenti sono stati esaminati utilizzando un metodo
data-driven e quindi confermati con considerazioni termodinamiche.

Poi, ho sviluppato e ottimizzato un microscopio ottico multimodale non
lineare in grado di acquisire immagini in cinque diverse modalitá: bright-
field, fluorescenza a due fotoni, generazione di seconda armonica, coherent
anti-Stokes Raman scattering e stimulated Raman scattering. Utilizzando
questa tecnologia, ho condotto uno studio su campioni di sezioni di colonna
vertebrale murina forniti da Humanitas-Clinical and Research Centre, per
indagare il ruolo dell’enzima dipeptidil peptidase 3 (DPP3) nelle patologie
ossee e nel mantenimento dell’omeostasi ossea. Facendo uso del nostro mi-
croscopio multimodale, dopo l’evidenziazione di discrepanze fra campioni
sani e campioni con soppressione di DPP3, sono stati rivelati cambiamenti
biologici rilevanti che non erano emersi facendo uso dei metodi standard.
Grazie alle loro qualitá di non necessitare di marcatori, di essere chimica-
mente selettive e non invasive, le tecniche di microscopia ottica non lineare
hanno dimostrato di essere valide e di successo nello studio delle malattie
ossee, nonché uno strumento prezioso per la ricerca biologica.

Infine, ho approfondito il problema delle aberrazioni applicando l’ottica
adattiva sensorless alla microscopia non lineare. Le variazioni dell’indice
di rifrazione del campione sotto osservazione introducono aberrazioni ot-
tiche che degradano la qualitá dell’immagine prodotta. É essenziale che il
centro di massa della point spread function del sistema rimanga invariato
durante la correzione, e perché ció avvenga, la base utilizzata per la cor-
rezione deve avere la proprietá di essere gradiente ortogonale. Mentre é
stato dimostrato che la base dei polinomi di Lukosz possiede questa carat-
teristica per i processi lineari, non é stata dimostrata alcuna base conosciuta
per i processi multiphotonici. Per risolvere questo problema, ho proposto
un approccio sperimentale per la determinazione delle basi di aberrazione
shift-less per le applicazioni di microscopia non lineare, convalidandolo
facendo immagini in vivo di cervello di topo.
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Abstract

Since its conception, scientists have utilized the microscope to investigate
the marvels of nature and biology, revealing details that would otherwise be
invisible to the naked eye. Microscopes have become increasingly sophisti-
cated and complex instruments as a result of advances in optics and photon-
ics, and the introduction of laser illumination has fundamentally changed
the concept of microscopy, shifting it from simple morphological observa-
tion to the recognition of chemical structures. The exceptional potential
of nonlinear optical microscopy as a quick, label-free, highly specific, and
high-resolution technology, as well as its benefits over standard methods,
has been shown. In addition, various nonlinear microscopy modes may be
combined in a single microscope to fully use the information capacity that
multimodal pictures can give.

In this thesis, after the introductory chapter and the chapter on theo-
retical foundations, three experimental works that I conducted during my
Ph.D. are presented. These three works explore different facets of the field
of nonlinear optical microscopy, giving attention to biological applications.
A chapter is dedicated to each of them.

First of all, I focused my research on photodamage mechanisms: given
the rising usage of pulsed lasers in biophotonics applications, it is critical
to ensure that the sample is not damaged by the laser while being observed.
So, I studied the response of tumor cells to near-infrared ultrashort pulsed
laser light. I measured the survival rate of HeLa cells as a function of laser
power, scanning speed, and exposure period, irradiating them with 130-fs
pulses at 1040 nm wavelength and 80 MHz repetition rate in two distinct
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illumination settings. To give relevant insights into safe working circum-
stances to many researchers planning experiments requiring laser illumina-
tion, the outcomes of the experiments were examined using a data-driven
method and then confirmed with thermodynamic considerations.

Then, I developed and optimized a multimodal nonlinear optical micro-
scope able to acquire images in five different modalities: bright-field, two-
photon excitation fluorescence, second harmonic generation, coherent anti-
Stokes Raman scattering and stimulated Raman scattering. Using this tech-
nology, I conducted a study on murine spine section samples provided by
Humanitas-Clinical and Research Centre, to investigate the role of the en-
zyme dipeptidyl peptidase 3 (DPP3) in bone pathology as well as the main-
tenance of bone homeostasis. Relevant biological changes were revealed
using our multimodal microscope after highlighting discrepancies between
healthy wild-type samples and DPP3 knock-out samples that had not been
disclosed using standard approaches. Because of their label-free, chem-
ically selective, and non-invasive qualities, nonlinear optical microscopy
techniques have proven to be legitimate and successful in the investigation
of bone diseases, as well as a valuable tool for biological research.

Finally, I delved into the problem of aberrations applying sensorless
adaptive optics to nonlinear microscopy. Variations in the refractive in-
dex of the sample under observation introduce optical aberrations, which
degrade the quality of the image produced. It is essential that the center
of mass of the system point diffusion function remains unchanged dur-
ing correction, and for this to happen, the base used for correction must
have the orthogonal gradient property. While it has been shown that the
Lukosz Polynomials base possesses this characteristic for linear processes,
no known basis has been shown to be so for multiphotonic processes. To
solve this issue, I proposed an experimental approach for determining shift-
less aberration bases for nonlinear microscopy applications, validating it by
making in vivo images of mouse brain.
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CHAPTER1
Introduction

For more than a century, scientists have used the microscope to investigate
the marvels of nature and biology, revealing subtleties that would other-
wise have been invisible to the naked eye. The advancement of optics
and photonics has allowed microscopes to become increasingly sophisti-
cated and complex instruments. The introduction of laser illumination has
transformed the concept of microscopy, shifting it from simple morpho-
logical observation to the recognition of chemical structures, and this has
had a profound impact on the field of microscopy. Nonlinear optical mi-
croscopy has shown its amazing potential as a quick, label-free, highly
specific, and high-resolution technology, as well as its benefits over tra-
ditional linear techniques. Moreover, several nonlinear microscopy modal-
ities may be combined in a single experimental setup, to fully leverage the
information capacity that multimodal images give. This results in the en-
hancement of a single image through the use of numerous complimentary
contrast processes, which allow the simultaneous capture of morphological
and chemical-functional information from a single observation.

Among traditional microscopy techniques, fluorescence imaging tech-
niques [95] are by far the most popular in the biological sciences. To reveal
morphological information about a tissue through accumulation in specific
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Chapter 1. Introduction

biological sites, these methods, particularly in their linear form, are now
well-established and typically use exogenous staining and labeling with flu-
orophores, to be excited with visible light. Fluorescence is the most widely
used tool for biological-medical research because of its selective character
and the large number of fluorescent probes that have been created in re-
cent decades [25, 39, 170, 192]. Even though fluorescence plays a critical
role in biomedical research, the requirement to employ exogenous fluores-
cent molecules restricts the innovation potential of this technology. Sample
preparation for microscopy sometimes requires lengthy processes and the
addition of fluorophores is incompatible with in vivo imaging in the vast
majority of situations. Indeed, there are numerous fluorescent probes that
pose a significant barrier to their use in the clinical setting because of their
toxicity.

Another very popular linear technique for biological imaging and mate-
rial characterisation is based on spontaneous Raman scattering. The foun-
dation of this technique was presented in 1928 by Raman and Krishnan
[146] who reported the discovery of spontaneous inelastic scattering of light
by molecules. The vibrational energy levels of the diffusing molecule are
represented by the energy loss between the incident photons and the inelas-
tically diffused photons. As a result, the analysis of spectral line displace-
ment caused by the Raman effect offers information on the chemical com-
position, molecular structure, and intermolecular interactions of the mate-
rial under investigation. This technique exceeds many limits presented by
fluorescence, being label-free, chemically selective and not requiring any
sample preparation. Unfortunately the spontaneous Raman scattering is
very weak and the integration time necessary for signal detection make it
not suitable for imaging applications on wide fields of view, such as those
required in diagnostic and biomedical field. These critical issues have been
the drive to orient recent research towards label-free, noninvasive, nonlin-
ear optical (NLO) imaging methods.

Fluorescence microscopy’s multiphoton declination is two-photon ex-
citation fluorescence microscopy (TPEF). We owe the elaboration of the
principle of two-photon absorption to Maria Goeppert-Mayer [61]. It was
in her PhD thesis that she first described this third-order NLO phenomenon
and it represented the theoretical foundation for all multiphoton optical mi-
croscopy techniques. For the experimental confirmation of it, we had to
wait 30 years, until the advent of laser sources when Kaiser and Garrett,
in 1961, employed a pulsed ruby laser to excite two-photon absorption in
a CaF2:Eu3+ crystal, generating the fluorescent emission of high-energy
photons in the blue spectral region [80]. In fact, for multiphoton absorption
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to occur, it is required to have a high spatial and temporal confinement of
a large number of low-energy photons in a small area and this situation is
readily created by using ultrashort-pulsed laser sources [151].

Actually, conventionally (and rather unfairly), the observation of second-
harmonic generation (SHG) signal by Franken and colleagues in 1961 [49],
just before Kaiser and Garrettâs demonstration of the TPEF, is considered
the beginning of the field of nonlinear optics, although signs of this field
may be found dating back considerably farther. In their seminal work, they
observed that if a ruby laser pulse at frequency ω1 propagates through a
quartz crystal, then radiation at the second harmonic frequency ω2 = 2ω1

is coherently generated in the material.
Vibrational imaging techniques based on Raman effect have evolved

in various directions, but the most interesting ones for biomedical imag-
ing applications are definitely the coherent Raman scattering (CRS) tech-
niques. In CRS techniques, the interaction between two input light fields,
at different frequencies, and matter induces Raman-active mode of vibra-
tion, that is used as imaging contrast mechanism for microscopy applica-
tions [30]. These techniques’ initial experimental demonstration, like those
of other NLO methods such as TPEF and SHG, came about as a result of
the development of laser technology beginning in 1960 [107], which pro-
vided access to very powerful coherent light sources. CRS was discovered
by chance in 1962, when researchers from the Woodbury group discov-
ered an unanticipated additional line in the output spectrum of their Ruby
laser [45, 187]. This result was ascribed to Raman scattering occurring
inside the Ruby laser cavity, which was caused by the presence of liquid
nitrobenzene utilized as a Kerr shutter. Indeed, the energy difference be-
tween the fundamental and red-shifted lines was found to correspond to
the energy associated with the strongest NO2 symmetric stretching vibra-
tion in nitrobenzene. Due to the fact that the phenomenon was thought to
be caused by stimulated emission processes inside the laser cavity, it was
dubbed stimulated Raman scattering (SRS). Also coherent anti-Stokes Ra-
man scattering (CARS) signal was observed for the first time accidentally.
As a part of their third-order response studies on materials with a Ruby laser
in 1963, Ford Scientific Laboratory researchers Maker and Terhune noticed
an unexpected signal from a higher-frequency blue-shifted radiation than
the laser’s basic one, but the first contribution in literature was published
by Yajima and Takatsuji in 1964 [189]. Indeed, Maker and Terhune pub-
lished their results only in 1965, after conducting further studies [108].

Even after their discovery, NLO microscopy remained mostly inactive
in biology and medicine for about 30 years. Once again, breakthroughs in
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the discipline were spurred on by significant advancements in laser sources
and technology. To study living cells and tissues using two-photon laser
scanning fluorescence microscopy in 1990, Denk, Webb, and colleagues
used a sub-picosecond pulsed dye laser [40]. Their work revealed the po-
tential of the two-photon excitation microscopy while also paving the way
for the use of additional nonlinear optical techniques for biomedical imag-
ing research. Indeed, during the 1990s and 2000s, second harmonic genera-
tion [65] and later coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering [32] were proved
to be very effective biological imaging methods, each offering unique, and
often complimentary, chemical information. However, because to the more
complex detection scheme, the application of SRS to biological imaging
occurred a few years later [50].

TPEF, SHG and CRS are examples of label-free microscopy techniques,
derived from advances in technology, which base their contrast mechanism
on the inherent features of the specimen under observation. Despite the
fact that no optical modality is capable of acquiring all the information of-
fered by histological and immunohistochemical investigations, the ability
to gather morphological and biochemical information using quick, non-
destructive, and label-free procedures is of paramount relevance. Multi-
modal microscopy holds promise to combine different NLO techniques to
gather morphological and chemical-functional information. This may ex-
ceed the limits of conventional microscopy, such as the use of dyes and low
chemical specificity, and improve observation with numerous complemen-
tary contrast processes [28, 109, 114, 131]. In recent years, since multiple
NLO modes have been integrated on the same experimental configuration,
many pioneering studies have been conducted. Just to give some exam-
ples, an extraordinary result was achieved by Wang and colleagues who
finally managed to acquire in vivo images of white matter at single-cell res-
olution [182], and Huff et al. directly visualized the interactions between
myelinated axons and other essential components (e.g. astrocyte processes,
calcium activity) in it [73]. Le et al. [96] and Nan et al. [122] investi-
gated lipid droplets monitoring their dynamic roles in various aspects of
lipid metabolism. As a result of growing public interest in this technology,
optical systems are becoming more and more complex and powerful [136].
Pegoraro and coworkers [133] demonstrated the applicability of a high-
performance multimodal microscopy setup on live cells and tissues with
user-variable spectral resolution and broad Raman tunability.

Nonlinear microscopy has shown its advantages over linear techniques
in a wide range of biological and medical research, as well as its uncanny
ability to be a fast, label-free, high-specificity, and high-resolution method.
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In fact, these peculiar characteristics are revealing their usefulness in the
diagnostic and therapeutic field of different diseases [73].

During my PhD, I had the opportunity to explore many facets of non-
linear microscopy, whose theoretical foundations are briefly presented in
Chapter 2. Initially my research activity focused on the study of photo-
toxicity induced on viable Hela cells from infrared ultrashort pulsed laser
radiation. The purpose was to characterize the cell response to laser irradia-
tion to find microscopy working conditions that did not damage the sample.
Phototoxicity is a very important topic in microscopy, which becomes cru-
cial when dealing with biological samples. It is an extremely complex sub-
ject, which depends on many variables and around which there are many
open questions on which you must continue to question and do research.
This study and its results are presented in Chapter 3 and have also been
published on Biomedical Optics Express journal with the title "Phototox-
icity induced in living HeLa cells by focused femtosecond laser pulses: a
data-driven approach" [167].

Most of my efforts focused on the optimization of the multimodal non-
linear optical microscope, that we developed in the VIBRA - Nonlinear
Optical Microscopy Lab (www.vibra.polimi.it), for biological applications.
Thanks to a productive collaboration with Humanitas - Clinical and Re-
search Centre, we had the possibility to test our technology imaging murine
spine section samples. The projectâs goal was to investigate the involve-
ment of the enzyme dipeptidyl peptidase 3 (DPP3) in bone pathology and
the maintenance of bone homeostasis as well as to demonstrate the valid-
ity of nonlinear microscopy techniques as an effective tools in the study of
bone diseases. The full study is presented in Chapter 4.

Finally, in Chapter 5, the result of the collaboration with Neurophoton-
ics group of Universitá degli Studi di Modena e Reggio Emilia is presented.
During this collaboration I was able to discover the enormous potential of
adaptive optics and its application to nonlinear imaging techniques. In ad-
dition, I had the opportunity to expand my expertise on biological sam-
ples, even conducting in-vivo experiments. In particular, we proposed a
calibration method for correction base to avoid the displacement of the
field of view during the optimization procedure in sensorless adaptive op-
tics microscopy applications. Also in this case, the work was published
on Optics Express journal with the title "Experimental determination of
shift-less aberration bases for sensorless adaptive optics in nonlinear mi-
croscopy" [168].
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CHAPTER2
Theoretical Foundations

In this chapter an overview on the theoretical bases of nonlinear optical
microscopy is provided, starting from the principles of nonlinear optics
and giving a short mathematical framework for each microscopy techniques
used in this thesis, with a strong focus on the physical interpretation of the
processes involved.

2.1 Elements of Nonlinear Optics: classical description

Nonlinear optics is the discipline of physics that analyzes all the processes
that occur in a material system when light causes its optical characteristics
to change. Since it is necessary to expose a material to an intense light in
order to induce an alteration of its optical characteristics, the laser sources
are the preferred lighting sources used in this field, for their characteristics
of coherence and intensity. The introduction of the concept of nonlinearity
is due to the fact that the illuminated material system responds in a nonlin-
ear way with respect to the strength of the applied optical field. To clarify
this notion of optical nonlinearity, we will begin our theoretical framework
talking about the polarization P (t) of a material system.
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Chapter 2. Theoretical Foundations

2.1.1 The Nonlinear Optical Susceptibility

At the heart of both linear and nonlinear optical processes is the light-matter
interaction between an electromagnetic field and the charged particles in
the material system through which the field is propagating. This interaction
determines a displacement of the electrical charges from their equilibrium
position, alterating their spatial and temporal distribution [31]. As a result
of this displacement of the valence electrons, an electric dipole moment µ
is induced in a molecule of the material system [57], defined as:

µ(t) = −e× r(t), (2.1)

with e the electron charge and r(t) the displacement from its equilibrium
position.

Taking the sum of all the N electric dipoles in a volume of material,
with N the average number of dipoles per unit volume, leads to the defini-
tion of the macroscopic polarization:

P (t) = N < µ(t) >, (2.2)

in which < µ(t) > represents the spatial average of the dipole moments.
Polarization is an essential tool when it comes to interaction radiation-
matter, being responsible for all interaction, whether linear or nonlinear
effects. Assuming that the incident field is weak enough to not exceed the
binding field between the electron and its nucleus, the macroscopic polar-
ization and the applied electric field are linearly dependent as shown in this
equation:

P (ω) = ϵ0χ
(1)E(ω), (2.3)

where ϵ0 is the vacuum permittivity and χ(1) is the linear susceptibility of
the material. In this approximation the induced displacement of the electron
charge is small and the harmonic approximation is still valid [31]. With
growing field strength and larger electrons oscillations, the anharmonic
contributions to the binding nuclear potential become more relevant [16].
The first-order approximation of the polarization is no more sufficient and
more complex interactions must be considered. The simplest way to cor-
rect the harmonic potential, assuming that the anharmonic contributions are
still relatively small, consists in expanding the electrons displacement in a
power series around the equilibrium position. In the description of the po-
larization, this translates to the inclusion of higher-ordered terms, which
represents the effects of nonlinear electron motions [5]:

P (ω) = ϵ0[χ
(1)E(ω) + χ(2)E(ω)2 + χ(3)E(ω)3 + . . . ] (2.4)
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2.1. Elements of Nonlinear Optics: classical description

with χ(2) and χ(3) the second-order and third-order nonlinear susceptibili-
ties respectively.

The most common way to describe nonlinear optical phenomena is to
write the polarization in frequency domain, like we did. This is because a
time-varying polarization can lead to introducing new components of the
electromagnetic field.

2.1.2 The Wave Equation for Nonlinear Optical Media

To be clear and exhaustive, we decided to start from Maxwell′s equations:

∇ · D = ρ; (2.5)

∇ · B = 0; (2.6)

∇× E = −∂B
∂t

; (2.7)

∇× H =
∂D
∂t

+ J. (2.8)

Considering the objective of this thesis, we may assume that:

• there are no free charges in the region of interest:

ρ = 0, (2.9)

• there are no free currents in the region of interest:

J = 0, (2.10)

• we are dealing with a nonmagnetic material system:

B = µ0H, (2.11)

To correctly account for the nonlinearity of the material system, we must
express the field D as:

D = ϵ0E + P, (2.12)

where the polarization vector P is nonlinearly dependent on field E. With-
out going into the calculations, exploiting these premises it is possible to
derive the wave equation in nonlinear optics in its most general form:

∇×∇× E +
1

c2
∂2E
∂t2

= − 1

ϵ0c2
∂2P
∂t2

(2.13)
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Chapter 2. Theoretical Foundations

Under certain conditions, including the validity of the slowly varying am-
plitude approximation, Eq. (2.13) can be simplified and rewritten in the
form:

∇2E − 1

ϵ0c2
∂2D
∂t2

= 0 (2.14)

To continue in this dissertation, it is convenient to rewrite the polarization
vector P as:

P = P(1) + P(NL), (2.15)

dividing its component (P(1)) linearly dependent on the applied electric field
E from that (P(NL)) not linearly dependent. Similarly, the displacement
field D can be split into its linear and nonlinear components:

D = D(1) + P(NL), (2.16)

with the linear part D(1) defined as:

D(1) = ϵ0E + P(1). (2.17)

Now we can rewrite Eq. (2.14) by making the linear and nonlinear parts of
the field D explicit:

∇2E − 1

ϵ0c2
∂2D(1)

∂t2
=

1

ϵ0c2
∂2P(NL)

∂t2
. (2.18)

Now let′s consider the simplified case of a lossless, dispersionless and
isotropic medium. In this particular condition we can write the linear part
of the displacement field D(1) as:

D(1) = ϵ0ϵ
(1)E, (2.19)

where the constant between D(1) and E is given by the product of two
scalar constants: the vacuum permittivity ϵ0 and the relative permittivity
of the material ϵ(1). So, for this simplified case, the wave equation (2.18)
becomes:

−∇2E +
ϵ(1)

c2
∂2E
∂t2

= − 1

ϵ0c2
∂2P(NL)

∂t2
. (2.20)

Written in this form, it′s easy to see that the nonlinear polarization (i.e. the
nonlinear response of the material) acts as a source term in this equation
that has the form of a driven wave equation.
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2.2. Nonlinear Optical Microscopy

2.2 Nonlinear Optical Microscopy

As already said, the discovery of second harmonic generation by Franken
and colleagues in 1961 [49] is regarded as the beginning of the field of non-
linear optics. Generally speaking, the development of nonlinear optics has
been stimulated by the need to improve the performance of traditional mi-
croscopes. Traditional linear microscopy is intrinsically limited in the spa-
tial resolution by the well-known Abbe diffraction limit, which states that
the minimum resolvable distance for a microscope is equal to about half the
wavelength of the light employed. The spectrum of light that can be used
to observe biological samples is well defined by their optical properties, so
it is not possible to simply decrease the wavelength of the excitation light
to improve resolution [111]. Progress in life sciences, medicine, and biol-
ogy has opened up new challenges and questions, making it necessary to
explore the infinitely small sub-cellular and molecular world, not accessi-
ble with traditional technologies. Nonlinear optical microscopy techniques
respond effectively to this need, paving the way for the clinical translation
of biophotonic technologies, thanks to their label-free nature, intrinsic 3D
sectioning capabilities, and high penetration depth.

2.2.1 Multiphoton Microscopy

In light-matter interaction, an incident photon may be absorbed by a molecule,
for example a fluorophore, and that because of this absorption the molecule
undergoes an electronic transition from the fundamental state to an excited
state. Such phenomena are defined as linear or one-photon absorption phe-
nomena (OPF). However, the same transition can also be achieved through
the simultaneous absorption of two or more photons, using longer wave-
length excitation photons and high illumination intensities [117]. These
processes, involving more than one photon, are nonlinear, and are grouped
under the name of multiphoton excitation fluorescence (MPEF). According
to the theory of multiphoton excitation, the multiphoton excitation fluores-
cence signal generated is proportional to the n-power of the incident light
beam intensity, where n denotes the number of photons simultaneously ab-
sorbed, thus the order of nonlinearity.

Two-photon excitation fluorescence

By far the most well-known and used multiphoton interaction in imaging
and microscopy is two-photon excitation fluorescence (TPEF). This phe-
nomenon may be conceptualized as the absorption of two excitation pho-
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Figure 2.1: Jablonski diagram of the linear one-photon excitation fluorescence transi-
tion compared to those of the nonlinear two- and three-photon excitation fluorescence
(TPEF and ThPF). Dashed lines represent virtual states while solid ones represent real
states.

tons with frequency ω1 and the subsequent emission of a single fluorescence
photon with frequency ωf , as seen in Fig. 2.1. Owing to energy conserva-
tion, the frequency of the emitted fluorescence photons should be double
that of the excitation photons; nevertheless, energy is lost into the molec-
ular environment through non-radiative decay processes. As a result, the
frequency of the emitted photon ωf is lower than the sum of the frequencies
of the absorbed photons 2ω1, and the lost energy is dissipated in the form
of heat [16]. Due to the nonlinear nature of TPEF, a signal proportional to
the squared power of the excitation beam intensity is generated:

ITPEF = σ2fI
2 (2.21)

in which σ2f represents the two-photon absorption cross-section and I is the
excitation light intensity. Thus, as very high intensities are needed, when a
sample is excited with a pulsed and focused laser beam, TPEF is generated
only from a tiny volume centered on the focal point, with the highest power
density [41]. This provides the TPEF its 3-dimensional sectioning capa-
bility. This characteristic is very advantageous in optical microscopy, as it
allows one to eliminate the out-of-focus fluorescence signal, as depicted in
Fig. 2.2. In addition, the use of longer wavelengths for excitation provides
greater penetration depths, as photons are less scattered during propagation
through the medium [117]. Hence, this nonlinear microscopy technique
allows one to acquire almost background-free images with high spatial res-
olution. Furthermore, the use of NIR laser sources ensures that the sample
under observation experiences less photodamage than would cause a VIS
laser source, typically employed in linear microscopy. And also, the detri-
mental phototoxic effects to the sample are spatially limited and mitigated,
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being the absorption confined to the focal spot.

Figure 2.2: Difference between OPF (incoherent processes) and TPEF (coherent pro-
cesses). In the latter, the excitation is localized only in the focal spot, as highlighted by
the green shade.

Moving to a more rigorous mathematical discussion of the process, we
will derive the transition rate and the cross section for two-photon absorp-
tion (2PA), exploiting the time-dependent perturbation theory, within the
semiclassical framework [16]. We can use this formalism as we are inter-
ested in studying 2PA process in biological samples for microscopy appli-
cations. The perturbative regime occurs when an incident excitation light,
with intensity of the order of GW/cm2 (109 W/cm2), produces a distortion
of the electronic cloud in the material [16, 99].

The first step to derive the 2PA rate consists in assuming that the atomic
wavefunction ψ(r, t) follows the time-dependent Schrödinger equation

iℏ
dψ(r, t)
dt

= Hψ(r, t). (2.22)

The Hamiltonian H can be represented as the sum of the Hamiltonian of the
unperturbed system H0 and the time-dependent interaction potential with
the applied field V(t), that is:

H = H0 + V (t), (2.23)

where V(t) can be expressed as:

V (t) = −µE(t), (2.24)
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where, for sake of simplicity, we will consider the applied optical field E to
be a monochromatic wave of the form:

E(t) = Ee−iωt + c.c. (2.25)

It is possible to express the solution to Schrödinger equation as the linear
combination of the eigenstates associated with them

ψ(r, t) =
∑
l

al(t)ul(r)e−iωl)t, (2.26)

with al(t) the probability amplitude that atom is in energy eigenstate l at
time t. By placing Eq. (2.23) and Eq. (2.26) in Eq. (2.22), taking advan-
tage of perturbation techniques and performing calculations, one can find
an approximated solution to the problem, written in the form of a set of
equations:

da
(N)
m

dt
= (iℏ)−1

∑
l

a
(N−1)
l Vmle

−iωlmt, N = 1, 2, 3 . . . (2.27)

In the last equation, ωml = ωm − ωl is the transition frequency between
the eigenstates l and m and Vml is the matrix element of the perturbing
Hamiltonian V.

Setting N=1 amounts to describe linear absorption in the case of first-
order interactions in the field, and Eq. (2.27) becomes:

da
(1)
m

dt
= −(iℏ)−1µmg[Ee

−i(ωmg−ω)t + E∗ei(ωmg+ω)t], (2.28)

where ωmg = ωm − ωg represents the transition frequency between the
state g (typically the ground state) and the excited state m, as depicted in
Fig. 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Energy levels involved in the one-photon absorption process.
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In the assumption that, before the application of the field, the atom stays
in its ground state, the following expression for the probability amplitude
is found:

a(1)m (t) = −(iℏ)−1µmg

∫ t

0

dt[Ee−i(ωmg−ω)t + E∗ei(ωmg+ω)t]

=
µmgE

ℏ(ωmg − ω)
[ei(ωmg−ω)t − 1] +

µmgE
∗

ℏ(ωmg + ω)
[ei(ωmg+ω)t − 1].

(2.29)

The first term of Eq. (2.29) represents the process of one-photon absorp-
tion, while the second term represents the process of stimulated emission.
In the rotating wave approximation, the stimulated emission term can be
neglected and Eq. (2.29) reduces to:

a(1)m (t) =
µmgE

ℏ(ωmg − ω)
[ei(ωmg−ω)t − 1] (2.30)

It is now possible to move the discussion to the case of two-photon absorp-
tion. By solving Eq. (2.27) for N=2, we obtained:

da
(2)
m

dt
= (iℏ)−1

∑
m

a(1)m Vnme
−iωmnt

=− (iℏ)−1
∑
m

µnmµmgE
2

ℏ(ωmg − ω)
[e−i(ωng−2ω)t − ei(ωnm−ω)t].

(2.31)

A graphical definition of energy levels used in Eq. (2.31) is given in Fig.
2.4.

Figure 2.4: Representation of energy levels used in the derivation of the transition rate
for two-photon absorption process.
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Considering Eq. (2.31), the second term in square brackets can be dis-
carded because it is not significant for the process of two-photon absorp-
tion, and the resultant equation can be integrated to obtain:

a(2)m (t) =
∑
m

µnmµmgE
2

ℏ2(ωmg − ω)

[
ei(ωmg−2ω)t − 1

ωmg − 2ω

]
. (2.32)

By squaring the module of this probability amplitude a(2)m (t), the probability
of two-photon absorption p(2)m (t) is obtained, that is

p(2)m (t) = |a(2)m (t)|2 =

∣∣∣∣∣∑
m

µnmµmgE
2

ℏ2(ωmg − ω)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

2πtρ(ωng = 2ω), (2.33)

where it is assumed that, for large t, in a realistic situation the transition
driven by ωng does not lead exactly to a single state but to a density of fi-
nal states ρf (ωmg). Finally, deriving the two-photon absorption probability
with respect to t, the transition rate for two-photon absorption is obtained
as

R(2)
ng = σ(2)

ng (ω)I
2. (2.34)

In the last equation, I = 2nϵ0c|E|2 is the intensity of the excitation beam
and σ(2)

ng (ω) represents the two-photon cross section, which is usually ex-
pressed in units of Göppert-Mayer (GM), and can be written as:

σ2
ng(ω) =

1

4n2ϵ20c
2

∣∣∣∣∣∑
m

µnmµmg

ℏ2(ωmg − ω)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

2πρf (ωng = 2ω) (2.35)

Second harmonic generation

As already mentioned, the first documented observation of the second-
harmonic generated signal was made by Franken and coworkers in 1961
[49]. The incidence of a laser beam with frequency ω onto a nonlinear
optical medium could result in the generation of a second laser beam with
frequency 2ω. The polarization vector P (ω) (see Eq. (2.4)) represents the
response of the medium, and it is dependent on its susceptibility χ. The
first-order susceptibility is used to describe linear interaction processes. To
describe more complex nonlinear processes one must consider the terms of
higher orders. The terms of second and third order, χ(2) and χ(3), are re-
sponsible for the second-harmonic generation and the third-harmonic gen-
eration, respectively. The occurrence of interactions of a higher order, even
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very rare and exotic, is in any case possible [26]. Jablonski diagrams of
these two processes (second- and third-harmonic generation) are given in
Fig. 2.5. The presence or absence of spatial symmetry in the material

Figure 2.5: Quantum mechanics of the different transitions happening in SHG and THG
processes, as depicted in a Jablonski diagram.

is a decisive factor in the creation of nonlinear effects. According to the
electric dipole approximation, if a material shows centrosymmetry (that is,
if it has a center of inversion), then all of the susceptibility components of
even order must disappear as well. As a result, centrosymmetric materials
are fully excluded from second-order processes, which is the first and most
evident conclusion of this. The second implication that follows from this
is that, in order to generate a discernible signal, the material must be non-
centrosymmetric throughout the macroscopic dimensions. This property is
not necessarily a downside of the technique, quite the contrary: some bi-
ological samples that exhibit a well-defined orientation, such as collagen
fibrils, emit a signal that is not only related to the intensity of the applied
field or the number of molecules but also their spatial distribution [120]; the
information obtained is more intricate but richer than in other comparable
techniques, such as TPEF, and it will be of paramount importance for the
discussion of Chapter 4.

TPEF and SHG share some similarities: typically, the same pump laser
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used for TPEF is also often suitable for SHG, but differently from TPEF,
second harmonic generation is a coherent process, thus light is scattered by
the material and its phase retains a tight correlation with that of the incident
beam. In fact, there is no energy deposition during this process and the
system is left unchanged. This is the characteristic of a parametric interac-
tion, which sets it apart from absorption processes like TPEF. The response
of the system is almost instantaneous, on the order of femtoseconds, as
the virtual states are short-lived, whereas fluorescence processes lifetime is
on the order of nanoseconds. SHG retains most of the advantages of multi-
photon microscopies, such as its intrinsic 3D resolution and optical section-
ing. The intensity of the second harmonic radiation generated ISHG can be
calculated rigorously following some mathematical steps. Our derivation
closely resembles that offered in the book ”Handbook of Biomedical Non-
linear Optical Microscopy” [111]. Let′s start from the wave equation (2.20)
for an electric field propagating in a nonlinear medium. This time, we as-
sume that the fundamental- and second-harmonic waves can be represented
as plane waves, and written in the form:

Ej(z, t) = Ej(z)e
−iωjt + c.c. = Aj(z)e

i(kjz−ωjt) + c.c., j = 1, 2
(2.36)

where ω1 = ω and ω2 = 2ω, Aj(z) is the spatially slowly varying field am-
plitude of field j. Similarly, nonlinear polarization for the second-harmonic
wave is given by:

P2(z, t) = P2(z)e
i(2k1z−2ωjt) + c.c., (2.37)

with the complex amplitude of the nonlinear polarization P2, defined as:

P2 = P (ω2) = ϵ0χ
(2)E2

1 (2.38)

Using Eq. (2.36) and Eq. (2.37) in Eq. (2.20), we obtained:

d2A2

dz2
+ 2ik2

dA2

dz
− k22A2 −

(2ω)2n2
2

c2
A2 = −(2ω)2ϵ0µ0χ

(2)A2
1e

i(2k1−k2)z

(2.39)
Simplifying this expression and applying the slowly varying amplitude ap-
proximation, we arrived at the equation:

dA2

dz
=

2iω

n2c
χ(2)A2

1e
i(2k1−k2)z (2.40)

Assuming a low conversion efficiency, i.e. E(ω) almost constant over the
material medium, A1 can be considered as a constant. Integrating Eq.
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(2.40), we obtained:

A2(L) =
2iωχ(2)A2

1

n2c

ei∆k − 1

i∆kL
, (2.41)

that is the amplitude of the second-harmonic field for a distance propaga-
tion L and ∆k = 2k1 − k2 is the wave vector mismatch of the forward-
propagating field.

At this point, we can easily calculate the intensity of the second-harmonic
radiation generated ISHG (that is equal to I2), since I = 2n

√
ϵ0/µ0|A|2, so:

ISHG(L) =

√
µ0

ϵ0

2ω2

n2
ωn2ωc2

[χ(2)]2I21L
2[sinc2(∆kL/2)]. (2.42)

The phase-matching condition radically affects the radiation pattern and
the intensity of the generated signal and the maximum conversion effi-
ciency is achieved when the phase-matching condition is fulfilled, that is
∆k = 0. This poses some constraints in the applicability of SHG: in bio-
logical imaging for example, a field in which SHG has been widely used
and promoted [52], the phase-matching condition is most easily satisfied if
the detection unit is placed in the forward direction and for thin samples
only.

2.2.2 Vibrational microscopy: coherent Raman scattering

Coherent Raman scattering (CRS) microscopy methods are incredibly renowned
noninvasive nonlinear techniques for obtaining chemical specificity by us-
ing the Raman-active vibrational modes of materials under observation.

A ′pump′ laser beam, at frequency ωp, and a ′Stokes′ laser beam, at
frequency ωS , are spatially and temporally sinchronized and focused on a
specimen. If the frequency difference between the two laser beam matches
a Raman vibrational mode Ω of the specimen, namely Ω = ωp − ωS , the
combination of the two fields, pump and Stokes, acts as a driving field,
making the molecules in the focal volume oscillate coherently. Unlike the
weak incoherent signals generated in the spontaneous Raman process, the
coherent nature of the CRS signal makes CRS microscopy techniques suit-
able for fast imaging applications.

CRS techniques are third-order nonlinear processes governed by third-
order susceptibility χ(3). Generation of a CRS signal, can be imagined
as a two-step process: firstly, a state of vibrational coherence is induced
in the targeted molecules by the two laser pulses, pump and Stokes, with
optical frenquency difference equal to Ω (Raman vibrational mode of the
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molecule). In the second stage, the CRS signal is generated by the inter-
action of a third pulses, referred to as ′probe′ with optical frequency ωpr,
with coherently vibrating molecules. The various CRS techniques differ ac-
cording to implementation of this second step [66]. Besides being affected
by nonlinearities, electronic movements are also deformed by nuclear mo-
tions, as previously stated. Typically, this is what happens when nuclear
modes from molecular vibrations or symmetric group vibrations are asso-
ciated with electron movements, which is what happens in this case. CRS
takes advantage of this by probing the low-frequency nuclear vibrations in-
directly via the much higher-frequency electron oscillations [97].

In a classical framework, the polarizability α describes the interaction
between a monochromatic plane wave (E(t) = Ae−iωt + c.c.) and the elec-
trons in a medium. The polarizability α is simplified to a scalar term if the
pump field and the Stokes field have the same polarization [142]. There-
fore, a time-dependent electric dipole moment µ(t) = α(t)E(t) is induced.
In a first approximation, the electronic polarizability can be expanded in a
Taylor series near the still position of the nuclei [62]:

α(t) = α0 +

(
dα

dQ

)
0

Q(t) + . . . (2.43)

To the second member of the Eq. (2.43) we wrote two terms: the first, α0, is
the zeroth-order approximation of polarizability and it holds true when non-
linear effects and/or nuclear modes are not present; the second represents
the effects related to the nuclear modes and it is a sort of coupling strength
between the nuclear coordinates Q and electronic ones. For

(
dα
dQ

)
0
̸= 0,

the polarizability changes and the electron motion is distorted accordingly.
Let’s consider the simplest case of a system composed by two nuclei, whose
motion may be approximated by a harmonic oscillator, exposed to two
plane-wave like fields E1(t) and E2(t), with frequency ω1 > ω2. If the
applied fields intensities are sufficiently high, nonlinear processes become
relevant and electronic oscillations are driven at multiple combination fre-
quencies, including at the input fields frequency difference Ω = ω1 − ω2.
In these conditions, the nuclear mode is subjected to a force F(t), that is:

F (t) =

(
dα

dQ

)
0

[A1A
∗
2e

iΩt + c.c.] (2.44)

where the term
(

dα
dQ

)
0

couples the electronic motions to the nuclear ones.

For F (t) ̸= 0, the oscillating electronic cloud is able to exchange energy
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with the nuclear mode and the time-dependent nuclear displacement Q(t)
can be found as the solution of the equation of motion of the damped oscil-
lator [58]:

d2Q(t)

dt2
+ 2γ

dQ(t)

dt
+ ωvQ(t) =

F (t)

m
(2.45)

where γ is the damping constant, m is the reduced mass of the nuclear os-
cillator and ωv represents the resonance frequency of the harmonic nuclear
mode, which leads to Q(t) = Q(Ω)−iΩt + c.c., whose amplitude Q(Ω) is
given by [16, 30]

Q(Ω) =
1

m

(
dα

dQ

)
0

A1A
∗
2

ω2
v − Ω2 − 2iΩγ

. (2.46)

So, the amplitude of the nuclear vibrational mode depends on the ampli-
tudes of the input fields and the strength of the coupling term between the
nuclear coordinates Q and the polarizability α. In addition, Eq. (2.46)
shows that the vibrational amplitude reaches its maximum as the frequency
detuning Ω converges to the oscillator resonance frequency ωv.
The nuclear harmonic oscillator’s classical theory describes how the elec-
tronic movements are perturbed, resulting in changes to the optical charac-
teristics of a medium when two input light fields are passed through it. A
change in the optical characteristics means a change in the polarization, as
presented in Eq. (2.2). Using the result obtained in Eq. (2.43), we obtain:

P (t) = N

[
α0 +

(
dα

dQ

)
0

Q(t)

]
[E1(t) + E2(t)] (2.47)

In this equation (2.47), we find again two different contributions: the linear
ones, associated to α0, and the nonlinear ones, associated to

(
dα
dQ

)
0
. As it

was foretold, only the latter ones are in charge of the interaction between
the input fields (at ω1 and ω2 ), which effectively drives the CRS processes.
There are 4 possible frequency combinations, which give rise to four dis-
tinct polarization components:

P
(3)
NL(t) = PCSRSe

i(ω2−Ω)t +PSRGe
iω2t +PSRLe

iω1t +PaSe
i(ω1+Ω)t (2.48)

where:

• ωCSRS = ω2 − Ω is the coherent Stokes Raman scattering frequency;

• ωSRG = ω2 is the Stokes frequency;

• ωSRL = ω1 is the pump frequency;
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• ωaS = ω1+Ω is the coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering frequency.

The third-order susceptibility contribution to the Raman interaction may
be shown explicitly by expanding the nonlinear polarization. Taking as
example the anti-Stokes term PaSe

i(ω1+Ω)t , inserting Eq. (2.47) and Eq.
(2.43), one obtains the resonant part of the third-order susceptibility, written
as [30]:

χ
(3)
R (Ω) =

N

6mϵ0

(
dα

dQ

)2

0

1

ω2
v − Ω2 − 2iΩγ

. (2.49)

Eq. (2.49) explicates again that the medium response is maximum when
the frequency detuning Ω approaches the resonance frequency ωv of the
vibrational Raman mode. When the calculations are repeated for the po-
larization in relation to the other Raman effect, it is discovered that they
all have the same third-order susceptibility. Nonetheless, as will be seen
in the next sections, the intensity of the signals emitted by various CRS
approaches differs significantly.

Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering

Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) is a four-wave mixing pro-
cess in which two pump fields, at frequency ωp, and one Stokes fields, at
frequency ωS , with ωS < ωp, partake to generate one anti-Stokes photon, at
frequency ωaS = 2ωp−ωS . A schematic representation of the energy situa-
tion is reported in Fig. 2.6. The purpose of this section is to investigate the
generation of coherent Raman scattering signals using two temporally and
spatially overlapped laser beams [196]. Generally speaking and as already
mentioned, CARS process should involve a third field, called the probe field
with frequency ωpr, that drives the third and final interaction. However, be-
cause of the more accessible implementation scheme, the most widespread
excitation geometry involves only two synchronized optical beams instead
of three, pump and Stokes beams, and the pump beam is used in place of
the probe beam. Therein and in the ensuing discussion, without loss of gen-
erality, only the degenerate case of one pump beam, i.e. Eprobe ≡ Ep, and
one Stokes be ES will be examined.

The pump beam, at frequency ωp, and the Stokes beam, at frequency
ωS , impinge on a Raman-active material with a frequency difference Ω =
ωp − ωS , commonly referred to as Raman shift, that equals the resonance
frequency of the vibrational mode of the material ωv, i.e. Ω = ωv. From
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of the CARS light-matter interaction. The subscripts p and s indi-
cate the pump and Stokes fields, respectively. Dashed lines in the Jablonski diagram
are virtual levels, solid lines represent real levels

this interaction, a nonlinear third-order polarization at the anti-Stokes fre-
quency ωaS arises, generating an optical field at the same frequency (ωaS).
This new field is the result of two interactions made by the pump field and
the Stokes field via a virtual energy state (depicted with the dashed line
in Fig. 2.6), which does not correlate to the system’s actual excited state.
In this way, a coherent state is generated, given by the superposition of
the fundamental state (< 0, 0|) and first excited vibrational level (< 0, 1|).
Then, a third interaction with the pump field drives the system to the final
virtual state where the anti-Stokes photon is emitted. Eventually, the sys-
tem is driven to the final virtual state by a third interaction with another
pump photon, which results in the emission of the anti-Stokes photon.

Under the assumption that the two driving fields, pump and Stokes, are
plane waves, sharing the same polarization, and that their amplitude varies
negligibly during propagation in the medium, it is possible to derive the
anti-Stokes field intensity. Starting from the coupled nonlinear wave equa-
tions and after a propagation length L in the Raman active medium, one
obtains [30]:

I(ωaS) ∝ |AaS(L)|2 ∝ |χ(3)
e (Ω)|2I2pIsL2sinc2

(
∆kL

2

)
(2.50)

where ∆k ≡ kaS + ks − 2kp is the phase-matching term, that originates
from the energy and momentum conservation. In order for the radiating
CARS signal to be efficiently built up, the phase-matching condition must
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be met to determine the maximum coherence length Lc, namely the length
in which the effective coherence is maintained, defined as:

Lc =
2π

|∆k|
(2.51)

Moreover, the phase-matching is highly related to the propagation direc-
tion of the field. In the assumption of tight focusing condition, which is a
common scenario in forward-detected (F-CARS) microscopy research uti-
lizing high numerical-aperture objectives, for F-CARS signals, the phase-
matching condition is automatically fulfilled (∆k ≈ 0), and the small resid-
ual wave vector mismatch derives from the dispersion properties of the
medium. Consequently, the sinc function in Eq. (2.50) is maximum and
the CARS signal intensity simplifies in:

I(ωaS) ∝ |AaS(L)|2 ∝ |χ(3)
e (Ω)|2I2pIsL2. (2.52)

Some key properties of the CARS signal may be deduced from the latter
equation:

• it scales quadratically with the number of Raman scatterers: in fact,
it depends quadratically on amplitude of the third-order susceptibility
χ(3) that in turn depends linearly on the number of scattering molecules
in the medium. When working with very diluted samples, this is a dis-
advantage to be aware of;

• it depends quadratically on the laser intensity of the pump beam and
linearly on the laser intensity of the Stokes beam;

• it depends quadratically on the interaction length L.

Moving to the case of backward-detected (E-CARS) signal, the wave vec-
tor mismatch is different from zero (|∆k| = 2kaS) and corresponds to a
really small coherence length Lc, lower than a micrometer [30]. This prop-
erty is deleterious to the signal’s constructive interference, which drops fast
as a function of L [179]. But, as a result of this, E-CARS signals intrin-
sically feature a contrast mechanism capable of probing nanoscopic struc-
tures, which distinguishes them from F-CARS signals and provides com-
plementary information about the sample [32]. Being |∆k| = 2kaS ̸= 0,
in general the sinc term in Eq. (2.50) cannot be placed equal to 1. Con-
sequently, the signal oscillates with a periodicity of λaS

2n
and can be written

as:
I(ωaS) ∝ λaS sin

2(kaSL) (2.53)
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Until now, only the resonant component of nonlinear susceptibility has
been taken into account. As seen in Eq. (2.49), χ(3)

R is a complex quan-
tity whose imaginary and real parts reflect different physical processes: the
first reflects the resonant Raman response associated with nuclear vibra-
tional modes and its spectrum has the typical Lorentzian function shape
with a maximum at the resonance frequency; the second, that is the real
component, has a dispersive-like shape and is connected to the electronic
response of the molecules as well as the nonlinear refractive index [21].
When all processes associated with the four-wave mixing mechanism are
taken into account, it is discovered that also purely electronic motions at
the anti-stokes frequency ωaS are present. These electronic motions gen-
erate a signal that may be overlaid on the resonant CARS signal and, in
the far field, even interfere with it, giving rise to a distorted signal. These
non-Raman components are represented into the total susceptibility with a
non-resonant term called χNR, which is usually referred to as non-resonant
background (NRB). Because only virtual levels are involved in the inter-
actions , the NRB is a real quantity with a flat spectral response, meaning
that the nonresonant susceptibility is a real quantity and independent on
frequency. Therefore, the total third-order nonlinear susceptibility is equal
to the following:

χ(3) = χ
(3)
R + χ

(3)
NR = Re[χ

(3)
R ] + i · Im[χ

(3)
R ] + χ

(3)
NR. (2.54)

This non-resonant component makes it more difficult to interpret the CARS
spectra and, as a result, it determines the lowest level of resonant signal
that may be detected. NRB may be generated by the whole specimen,
both target and non-target molecules. A biological sample contains sev-
eral molecules of the solvent, which is often selected because it is optically
transparent to the applied fields. Despite this, the molecules of the solvent
might nonetheless contribute to the electronic non-resonant susceptibility
of the sample. Moreover, also the target molecules contribute to the gener-
ation of the NRB, in addition to the intended resonant signal. The possible
processes are shown in the diagrams of Figure 2.7.

The total CARS signal is proportional to the square modulus of the
total nonlinear susceptibility, and can be written as [71]:

Ias ∝ |χ(3)|2 = |Re[χ(3)
R ] + i · Im[χ

(3)
R ] + χ

(3)
NR|

2 =

= |Re[χ(3)
R ]|2 + |Im[χ

(3)
R ]|2 + |χ(3)

NR|
2 + 2|Re[χ(3)

R ]| · |χ(3)
NR|

(2.55)

The last two terms of this equation (Eq. (2.55)) clearly show that the pres-
ence of the NRB not only adds a constant background to the resonant CARS
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Figure 2.7: Energy diagram showing the transitions driven by the resonant susceptibility
compared with the possible four-wave-mixing transitions leading to NRB. The sub-
scripts p and s stand for the pump and Stokes, respectively. Dashed lines represent
virtual levels and solid lines real levels.

signal, readily eliminated by using background removal techniques, but it
also produces an interference term, which causes distortion in the CARS
resonant signal. In typical biological experiments, the concentration of
the target molecules is highly diluted in the specimen. In this scenario,
the unfavorable presence of NRB poses some limitations in CARS mi-
croscopy and has pushed researchers to find methods for NRB suppres-
sion, like polarization-sensitive CARS (P-CARS) [27, 188] and frequency-
modulation CARS [98, 126]. A second class of approaches is based on
taking advantage of the self-heterodyne amplification of the CARS sig-
nal through NRB, to speed up the measurements, together with the use
of phase-retrieval algorithms to recover the resonant part of χ3 [33,56,78].
The experiments carried out in the fingerprint spectral region are more af-
fected by NRB than those carried out in the CH-stretch region, due to the
inherently weaker signals generated in fingerprint, which are of the order
of ten times or weaker than the signals generated in the higher frequency
region. Thus, more sophisticated approaches, as those based on deep learn-
ing [17, 174], could be employed.

Stimulated Raman scattering

Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) is another coherent Raman technique
and shares the same excitation modalities as CARS. A narrowband pump
laser, at frequency ωp, and a narrowband Stokes laser, at frequency ωs, with
a frequency detuning Ω = ωp − ωs that approaches the molecular vibra-
tional frequency of the sample, induce a transition in the molecule popula-
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tion from the ground state through a virtual state to the vibrationally excited
state (Fig. 2.8). As a consequence, the SRS and CARS signals often co-
exist in the sample and a multimodal setup can retrieve both of them at the
same time. While CARS is a parametric process, meaning that it does not
produce a deposition of power into the sample and the interacting fields,
at the end of the nonlinear process, only exchange power between them,
SRS is a dissipative process. In the latter, power is transferred from the
pump to the Stokes beam, and an excess of power remains in the sample
deposited through molecular vibration, ultimately leading to heat dissipa-
tion. Because of the stimulated excitation of the vibrational transition, the
molecular transition rate is enhanced in contrast to that in spontaneous Ra-
man. Due to the coherent excitation of molecular vibration, a pump photon
is absorbed by the sample, and a Stokes photon is generated, which results
in the stimulated Raman loss (SRL) of the pump field and the the stimulated
Raman gain (SRG) of the Stokes field (Fig. 2.8), causing intensity changes
in the pump and Stokes beams, which carry the same Raman information.

Figure 2.8: Jablonski diagrams of the SRS light-matter interactions. The subscripts p and
s indicate the pump and Stokes field, respectively. Dashed lines represent virtual levels
and solid lines real levels.

SRG and SRL may be determined in the plane-wave approximation by
solving the coupled-wave equations. For the same reasons as those outlined
in the preceding section, here we will consider only the degenerate case of
two temporally and spatially synchronized excitation laser beam, pump (at
ωp) and Stokes (at ωS) (with ωp > ωS), propagating in the forward direc-
tion. Because both the SRG and SRL process theories may be deduced in
the same manner, only the former will be examined. In SRG, the radiat-
ing field oscillates at a frequency similar to the frequency of the incident
Stokes field. The wave vector mismatch for the forward-propagating field
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is ∆k = −k1+ k2+ k1− k2, meaning that the phase-matching condition is
always automatically satisfied. As a result, and in contrast to CARS, there
is no mismatch owing to material dispersion in forward-detected SRG, en-
suring always maximum conversion efficiency. Assuming again that the
variations of the pump and Stokes fields along the interaction length L
are negligible, the plane wave solution for the amplitude of the forward-
propagating SRG field can then be written as:

∆Es = Es(L)− E0 ∝ −iχ(3)|Ep|2EsL (2.56)

with ∆Es the net gain in the Stokes field after a propagation length L in the
medium. The stimulated field’s frequency is identical to the Stokes field’s
frequency and propagates in the same direction, resulting in the following
total intensity in the far-field at the detector:

I(ωs) ∝ |Es(L) + ∆Es(L)|2 =
= Is + |χ(3)|2I2pIsL2 + 2Im[χ(3)(Ω)]IpIsL,

(2.57)

where Is represents the Stokes beam intensity, which is considered to re-
main roughly steady throughout the nonlinear process. The second term
indicates the intensity of the SRS signal, usually negligible, and the final
term reflects the heterodyne amplification of the nonlinearly generated field
by the incident Stokes beam. This final term contains the Raman sensi-
tive information, which must be recognized as a gain in intensity on top of
the Stokes signal from the laser, which is typically four to five orders of
magnitude higher than the SRG. In order to extract this signal, a common
technique is to modulate the pump beam at a high frequency and then have
the modulation transferred to the Stokes field through the SRS. This trans-
ferred modulation may be detected with the use of a lock-in amplifier that
is very sensitive. The laser and shot noise are the primary sources of noise
to contend with at this point. Thanks to this implementation, it is possible
to reject the first term of Eq. (2.57), whereas the second term is typically
negligible, overall yielding an SRS signal as:

∆I(ωs)

Is
∝ 2Im[χ(3)(Ω)]IpL (2.58)

Some key properties of the SRS signal may be deduced from the Eq. (2.57)
and Eq. (2.58):

• it is linearly dependent on the interaction length L and the phase-
matching condition is always fulfilled;
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• it is linearly dependent on pump field intensity;

• it is linearly dependent on the imaginary part of the third-order sus-
ceptibility, meaning it is completely insensitive to NRB;

• it is linearly dependent on the number of probed molecules N, since
Im[χ(3)(Ω)] ∝ N ;

• it is linearly dependent on the Raman cross-section σRaman, because
Im[χ(3)(Ω)] ∝ σRaman. Therefore, the spectral shape of the signal is
comparable to the spectra available in literature collected with spon-
taneous Raman [142].

2.3 Biological Specificity of Nonlinear Microscopy techniques

2.3.1 Two-photon excitation fluorescence microscopy

Two-photon excited fluorescence (TPEF) microscopy of intrinsic fluorophores
yields physiological and pathological information from biological tissues at
subcellular resolution. Reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH)
and flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) are two endogenous fluorescent coen-
zymes on the intracellular scale. Autofluorescence images of NADH and
FAD have been applied to record changes during metabolism noninvasively,
according to their distributions and concentrations, and monitor metabolism-
related physiological and pathological processes, such as cell differentia-
tion and cancer development [166]. Elastin is the protein that gives verte-
brate tissues their unique elastic characteristics [77]. Its elastic property
complements the tensile strength imparted by collagen fibrils, and both
proteins are frequently found together in connective tissue. Elastin, like
collagen, is a major extracellular source of fluorescence emissions, and
both proteins display significant overlap in their endogenous fluorescence
signals, making them practically indistinguishable with traditional linear
microscopy. Although the two proteins perform complementary biologi-
cal roles, they are very unlike in structure, with elastin lacking the non-
centrosymmetric structure required for SHG. By using this, the right selec-
tion of excitation wavelengths in conjunction with spectral filtering enables
the isolation of collagen and elastin signals in TPEF microscopy [193,195].
Moreover, TPEF was used in a number of investigations to identify changes
in endogenous fluorescence emissions as a marker for the occurrance of
photodamage. In fact, photodamage is often linked to an increase in the
NADH two-photon autofluorescence [6, 55, 171].
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2.3.2 Second-harmonic generation microscopy

SHG offers an effective contrast mechanism for imaging cellular and tis-
sue structures exploiting the physics of second-order light-matter interac-
tions [193]. For an effective generation of SHG signal, the sample under
observation shall have non-centrosymmetric structures on the scale of the
wavelength of the second-harmonic radiation, namely λSHG. For imaging
well-ordered structures such as fibrillar collagen, this characteristic is par-
ticularly advantageous. Because this criterion is not satisfied, other struc-
tural proteins such as nonfibrillar collagen, laminin, fibronectin, and elastin
are transparent when using this technique [75]. Using SHG, researchers
have been able to see the supramolecular assembly of collagen in tissues at
a previously unimaginable degree of detail [22]. Collagen triple helix and
collagen fibrils are organized in tightly aligned repeating structures within
fibrillar collagen. As a result, fibrillar collagen is highly anisotropic and the
emitted SHG signal is coherently amplified. A fascinating property of SHG
that contributes to its success in biological investigations is its polarization
sensitivity. As a result, the SHG signal strength depends on the polarization
state of the incoming laser light in comparison to the spatial distribution of
the radiating molecules [121]. Thus, the intensity of the SHG signal gener-
ated by a collagen sample in an imaging experiment is dependent not only
on the concentration of proteins stimulated in the focal volume, but also on
the polarization state of the incident radiation in relation to the orientation
of the fiber axis, as illustrated in Fig. 2.9. Therefore, the SHG signal’s po-
larization dependency may be used to investigate the tissue’s collagen fiber
orientation [186, 194].

2.3.3 Stimulated Raman scattering microscopy

SRS microscopy technique is gaining popularity in biology and histology.
Based on observation of their vibrational spectrum, we can distinguish the
four main biological macromolecules, i.e. proteins, nucleic acids, lipids,
and carbohydrates, as each spectrum is characterized by specific Raman
peaks. Thus, Raman spectroscopy offers information on a biological sys-
tem’s phenotype [143].

Typically, the Raman spectrum of a biological sample may be divided
into three regions: the fingerprint spectral region (400-1800 cm−1), which
comprises the most peculiar and chemically specific information; the silent
spectral region (1800-2700 cm−1), that usually does not present vibrational
modes contributed by biomolecules; and finally the CH-stretch region (2700-
3200 cm−1), where the macromolecules, predominantly lipids and proteins,
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Figure 2.9: Illustration of the orientation of a single collagen fibre relative to an applied
electric field. The emitted SHG signal (in blue) possesses double the energy of the
incident field (in red). The maximum SHG signal is observed when the incident light is
polarized along the collagen fibre axis (z); if it is polarized perpendicular to the fibre
axis (x), the emitted signal is weak; if the collagen fibre is oriented along the direction
of propagation of the field, no SHG signal will be observed [121].

resonate through the stretching vibrations of the CH groups. Appropriate
experimental Raman shifts must be chosen, in order to investigate the Ra-
man modes associated to the major biochemical classes of tissue and cellu-
lar specimens. For example, to detect lipids and proteins, the frequency
detuning between pump and Stokes beams should be set at 2850 cm−1

and 2920 cm−1, respectively, being the Raman shift resonant with atomic
groups CH2 and CH3 [76, 103, 125].
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CHAPTER3
Characterization of HeLa cells response to

NIR ultrashort laser pulses

This chapter presents the experimental study of photodamage induced on
viable HeLa cells exposed to NIR ultrashort pulsed laser light.

Introduction

It’s impossible to speak about biological multimodal nonlinear optical mi-
croscopy without considering the detrimental effect that laser radiation could
have on biological samples. The recent introduction of ultra-short pulsed
laser sources has led to an incredible improvement in microscope imag-
ing capabilities, making possible for example the direct observation of dy-
namic cellular processes [23, 193]. New microscopy techniques have been
introduced, such as super-resolution microscopy, which allowed to break
the diffraction limit, reaching resolutions never reached before [9,60,119].
Thanks to these technological advances, the nonlinear optical microscopy
has emerged as one of the preferred tools for answering complex biological
questions. Considering the high-intensity illumination required by inno-
vative microscopy techniques, this made it necessary to deepen our knowl-
edge on photodamage mechanisms to preserve the specimen under observa-
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tion [94]. In fact, avoiding phototoxicity represents an essential and insuffi-
ciently understood bottleneck for in vivo biomedical imaging [86, 88, 134].

We use the word "phototoxicity" to refer to the harmful effects of light
on living biological systems. It is a multifaceted phenomena comprised
of wavelength-dependent photophysical processes that may result in the
production of highly reactive photochemical compounds, the generation of
heat, and the destruction of DNA [36, 74]. There are three types of photo-
damage mechanisms: photothermal, photochemical and multiphoton ion-
ization. Each type of damage has its well-defined characteristics and will
be deepened in the next section (Section 3.1). Whereas defining phototoxic
processes is rather easy, assessing phototoxicity in microscopy applications
is a whole different story [172]. One of the biggest difficulties in dealing
with phototoxicity is having to control a large amount of factors simulta-
neously. In fact, severity and type of damage induced depends on the ex-
perimental parameters related to the laser source (such as wavelength, laser
power, pulse duration, etc.) and to the illumination configuration (exposure
time, scanned or stationary exposure, etc.) and clearly the effects are spe-
cific to the type of sample examined [29,54,68,105,149]. In addition, radi-
ation adverse effects can be both short- and long-term, and their evaluation
and identification is a challenging subject for which a variety of approaches
have been developed. For example, effective ways to detect sample dam-
age directly during microscopy application are to measure photobleaching
and irradiation-induced fluorescence [55,134]. Alternatively, many specific
tests have been developed to target particular damage such as ROS and free
radicals production, DNA strand breaks, changes in metabolic activity and
in cell morphology, stress-related proteins, cloning efficiency and level of
apoptosis [42, 43, 69, 148, 165, 167].

In bioimaging, the aim is to acquire pictures with appropriate contrast,
spatial and temporal resolution paying attention not to affect in any way
the biology of the sample under observation. Unfortunately these three fac-
tors are all interdependent and to optimize them it is often necessary to
increase the light exposure, in terms of time or power, negatively impacting
on the health of the sample. But with the advancement of technology and
new perspectives in biomedicine, the preservation of sample health is be-
coming increasingly important. Due to the detrimental effect of radiation
on samples, the data collected during the experiments will not be reliable,
but will only be a representation of the cellular response to radiation, lead-
ing to incorrect conclusions. [94]. Many studies have been carried out in
this field [38, 74, 84, 94, 172], but there are still several concepts to grasp
to develop a comprehensive theory of photodamage, owing to the topic’s
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complexity, a large number of variables, and incapacity to investigate them
all.

To be consistent with our work, the rest of this introduction will be
devoted to the brief presentation of the most important results obtained on
label-free cultured cells present in the literature and relevant for nonlinear
optical microscopy applications. A very interesting study was conducted
by Nan and colleagues [122], who demonstrated the possibility of perform-
ing CARS measurements without perturbing cells under observation. They
studied the onset of linear and nonlinear damage varying pulse energy and
average laser power. The wavelengths of their pump and Stokes laser beams
were 711 nm and 892 nm respectively, with 2 ps of pulse duration. They ob-
tained a linear damage threshold for average power between 9 mW and 12
mW, using low pulse energy (<1 nJ). On the contrary, they used high pulse
energy (>1 nJ) and low average power (< 5 mW) to characterize the nonlin-
ear damage obtaining a pump pulse energy threshold between 2 nJ and 3 nJ
with a repetition rate of 1 MHz, and a pump pulse energy threshold between
1.5 nJ and 2.3 nJ with a repetition rate of 2 MHz. Ultimately they proposed
1.5 mW (8 MHz, 0.2 nJ) for the pump and 0.5 mW (8 MHz, 0.06 nJ) for
the Stokes as safety working conditions to performe CARS microscopy.
Fu and coworkers [54] have set themselves the ambitious goal of defining
guidelines to accomplish high-quality biological CARS microscopy images
preventing photodamage. They studied the photodamage rate as a function
of laser power, excitation wavelength and repetition rate. In addition, they
observed and characterized the enhancement of the damage induced by the
vibrational absorption at the Raman resonance, also called ’coherent Ra-
man induced’ photodamage. They employed a pump and a Stokes beam
at 704 nm and 808 nm respectively, and they observed that a total average
power of 9.24 mW was sufficient to induced harsh damage in cells after
an exposure of 60 s, while with a total average power of 2.3 mW the cells
have not reported any damage after an exposure of 600 s. Always stay-
ing on CARS microscopy but considering its wide-field declination, Silve
et al. [158] shown the feasibility of acquiring CARS images of suspended
live cells. They employed a pump and a Stokes beam at 625 nm and 770
nm, with pulse duration of 4 ns and 3 ns, respectively and at a repetition rate
of 10 Hz. In their experiment, the cells sustained exposure to 3000 pulses of
pulse energy 1.2 mJ and 0.53 mJ (pump and Stokes) without damage. Mov-
ing to the other coherent Raman microscopy technique, Freudiger and col-
leagues [51] finely tuned the experimental parameters for SRS microscopy
of biological samples. They employed a pump and a Stokes beam at 817
nm and 1064 nm, and a 1.2 NA objective. Varying pulse duration (180 fs, 1
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ps and 6 ps), they quantified empirically a damage threshold value for av-
erage laser power for each pulse duration studied: 25 mW, 80 mW and 280
mW, respectively. Furthermore, they proposed an empirical formula to cal-
culate the maximum value of total average power to prevent photodamage.
Eventually Waldchen et al., using three distinct cell lines and designing
ad-hoc experiments, produced a detailed study on photodamage of living
cells, evaluating the effects of irradiance, wavelength, light dosage, fluo-
rescent labeling, temperature, and reducing agent on the survival of labeled
and unlabeled cells [181]. They demonstrated that shorter excitation wave-
lengths correspond to more severe damage. In fact, shifting the excitation
wavelength from 488 nm to 514 nm for the same irradiance of 0.2 kW/cm2,
the survival rate of label-free cells exposed to cw radiation for 240 s went
from 0% to 100%.

This chapter begins with an overview on photodamage mechanisms,
followed by a brief summary of the main results obtained in this field, rele-
vant for non-linear optical microscopy applications. Then an experimental
investigation of photodamage caused by focused ultrashort (130-fs) laser
pulses on HeLa cells is presented. The cells were exposed to two distinct
illumination configurations while the laser power, scanning speed and ex-
posure period were varied. The findings are studied using a data-driven
method, and they include an analysis of the underlying phototoxic process
as well as an empirical model for imaging without compromising the ob-
served sample,in the range of parameters investigated. Looking at the rela-
tionship between the damage and the applied laser power, we found that it
was mainly photothermal damage, and this was verified by thermodynamic
considerations as well. Based on our studies, we were able to determine
the sample damage probability as a function of the factors investigated, and
we identified a safety threshold that may be utilized for microscopy appli-
cations to ensure that the risk of damage is less than 5 percent.

3.1 Photodamage mechanisms

Photodamage mechanisms may be triggered by either linear or nonlinear
optical processes [89]. This section provides a short summary of photo-
damage processes, beginning with the linear mechanisms that occur at low
light intensities and progressing to the more damaging nonlinear mecha-
nisms that occur at increasing intensities. In laser physics, the term "in-
tensity of radiant energy" refers to the amount of power delivered per unit
area (W/m2). In this chapter, I shall use the word irradiance to refer to
the average laser intensity, to be consistent with photometric terminology.
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Linear photodamage is mostly generated by sample heating caused by laser
irradiation [102], referred to as photothermal damage, but it may also be
coupled with photochemical damage [159]. This is mainly true for pig-
mented molecules and tissues [37, 112, 128], such as skin. Samples with
this feature undergo linear absorption of incident photons, especially if il-
luminated with visible or ultraviolet (UV) radiation. Increasing light in-
tensity, nonlinear photodamage mechanisms come into play, which for ex-
ample could be induced by multiphoton absorption [70, 90]. The most fre-
quent nonlinear phototoxic mechanism is photochemical damage, which is
associated with the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and free
radicals [15, 91]. Nonlinear excitation of cellular and tissue absorbers such
as porphyrins, flavins, and coenzymes such as NAD(P)H results in the cre-
ation of these hazardous species. Cells have a variety of systems in place to
deal with ROS generation under physiological settings. Sometimes expo-
sure to radiation can lead to ROS overproduction, such as to compromise
redox homeostasis and cell cycle [19]. Apart from ROS production, cells
can suffer direct DNA photodamage [15, 110, 155], and molecular ioniza-
tion can result in the formation of low-density plasma if the irradiance ex-
ceeds the value of ∼ 6 · 1012 W/cm2 for an NIR femtosecond pulsed laser
beam [91, 176]. Finally, once the plasma is no longer constrained, optical
breakdown happens, resulting in instantaneous mechanical devastation of
biological samples [54, 81, 177, 178].

3.2 Materials and Methods

In this section sample, protocols, procedures and experimental setup used
in this experimental study will be presented in a detailed way.

3.2.1 HeLa Cell

In this work, we decided to use HeLa cells, the first immortalized human
cancer cell line, for two main reasons. Firstly, these cells better withstand
external stressors, and this is very important for us considering the logistics
of our laboratories. Secondly, due to some of their peculiar characteristics,
such as availability and ease of handling, they have been widely used in the
literature for characterization and damage studies [118, 181].
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Figure 3.1: Bright-field image of HeLa cells.

They have been the subject of heated controversy over the years. From an
ethical point of view, the cells were harvested and used without the con-
sent of the patient, Mrs Henrietta Lacks. No human specimen had ever
been reproduced and used so extensively, and it was not customary to seek
written permission from patients. In addition, by choosing the name as a
union of the first two letters of the first name (Henrietta) and the first two
letters of the last name (Lacks), they did not maintain the anonymity of
the donor. From a scientific standpoint, the ability of HeLa cells to sur-
vive and reproduce, and their widespread, and sometimes careless, use in
every biological research laboratory, has led to the enormous problem of
cell line cross-contamination, inter- and intraspecies. This phenomenon
has become so pervasive that it is now estimated that ∼20% of cell lines
are falsely labelled [113]. Despite the controversy, HeLa cells continue,
and will continue, to play a major role in scientific research. So, we de-
cided to characterize their survival rate to NIR ultrashort pulsed laser light
exposure.

3.2.2 Cell culture

HeLa cells are cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM)
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% L-glutamine (2 mM), peni-
cillin (10 units/ml), and streptomycin (10 µg/ml) at 37◦C and in 5% CO2

atmosphere (Euroclone, Italy). The culture medium is changed every 2-3
days. Cells are seeded in gridded cell-culture Petri dishes (IBIDI, 35 mm
µ-Dish Grid-500). The effective area disposable for the cell adhesion is 40
mm2. The cells are stored in the incubator until the 100% confluence con-
dition is reached, then they are ready to be used for our experiments [167].
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3.2.3 Cell staining

For the survival essay, we used a live/dead cell double staining kit consist-
ing of calcein-acetomethoxy (AM) 0,2 µL/mL (excitation at 473 nm, emis-
sion at 490-590 nm) and ethidium homodimer-1 0,5 µL/mL (excitation at
559 nm, emission at 570-670 nm) (ThermoFisher Scientific, Italy). Just be-
fore laser exposure, the cell culture medium is replaced with a DMEM solu-
tion containing the two fluorescent dye, calcein-AM and ethidium homodimer-
1, which are able to distinguish live and dead cells. Specifically, the calcein-
AM is carried into living cells through the cellular membrane, thereby
colouring them green. By contrast, the cell membrane is impermeable to
ethidium homodimer-1. This fluorescent dye has the characteristic to attach
to DNA, but it can only penetrate cells with damaged membranes, i.e dead
cells, colouring them in red.

The staining procedure involves some washing steps of the cell sample
to remove the DMEM and to add the medium containing the dyes. Ini-
tially we carried out this procedure just after laser exposure, but we noticed
that many cells damaged or stressed by the radiation tended to detach from
the Petri dish, compromising the analysis of the result of the experiment.
Therefore, we opted to add the dyes before laser irradiation experiments.

The introduction of fluorescent probes can have a substantial impact
on light absorption and therefore change the outcome of the study. So we
checked in the literature and there is no indication that calcein-AM and
ethidium homodimer may contribute to photodamage. To exclude a possi-
ble two-photon absorption of the fluorophores during laser irradiation, we
considered the two-photon excitation spectrum of the two dyes. To the best
of our knowledge, the two-photon excitation spectrum of calcein is unfor-
tunately reported in literature just in the range 700-950 nm, by Peter and
colleagues [135]. However, in this paper the authors reported that fluores-
cein is a very similar parent compound of calcein-AM, and it displays a
very small two-photon absorption cross section at our wavelength (1040
nm), below 10 GM. Going to consider the ethidium homodimer-1, this too
presents a small two-photon absorption cross section [124]. In addition,
we also verified experimentally that the introduction of dyes did not affect
our experiment by comparing the results obtained with both procedures
(i.e. adding the dyes before or after laser exposure). Fig. 3.2 shows two
images obtained by inserting the dyes after laser exposure (panel A) and
before laser exposure (panel B). In both cases the illumination was carried
out with the same settings. The black areas, where the cells have detached
from the Petri dish after changing the culture medium, are clearly visible
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in Fig. 3.2A. As highlighted in the red box, comparing the experimental
points not affected by cell detachment, the damage obtained for the sample
with calcein-AM and ethidium homodimer (Fig. 3.2B) is perfectly consis-
tent with that obtained for the sample irradiated before adding the probes
(Fig. 3.2A). Therefore, we are extremely confident regarding the negligible
impact of cell staining on phototoxicity, which made us conclude that the
best protocol was to add them before laser irradiation, to avoid cell detach-
ment during the washing steps.

Figure 3.2: Experimental images obtained by inserting the dyes after laser exposure
(panel a) and before laser exposure (panel b). In the red box, comparison of experi-
mental points not affected by cell detachment that demonstrate the negligible impact of
fluorescent dyes on photodamage in this experiment.

3.2.4 Cell irradiation - Experimental setup

In this subsection a clear presentation of the experimental setup used to
expose cells to laser radiation will be provided, starting from the hardware
components (laser source, excitation optics, etc.) and ending with software.

Ultrafast Pulsed Laser Source

This setup uses a Fidelity HP (Coherent, USA) ytterbium-doped fiber laser
which uses a master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) architecture. This
laser source provides light at 1040 nm, with repetition rate of 80 MHz,
pulse duration 130 fs, a negative group delay dispersion variable from 0 to
-120000 fs2 and up to 18 W of output power [167].
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Excitation optics

Some of our experiments were carried out by scanning the laser beam in a
pattern over the sample. In order to prevent distortion phenomena like vi-
gnetting, laser scanning should be implemented such that the beam’s inci-
dent angle vary while remaining centered on the objective’s back aperture.
There are many ways to accomplish this: we choose a fast galvanomet-
ric mirror (GVS311/M, Thorlabs, Germany) just for one lateral dimension.
The scheme of the laser scanning system is sketched in Fig. 3.3. This
configuration is a double-sided telecentric system and is known as 4f relay
system due to the position of the relay lenses. The first relay lens is placed
one focal length after the scan mirror, the second relay lens is placed one
focal length before the objective back aperture, and the relay lenses are sep-
arated by the sum of their focal lengths [191]. In this way, the chief rays for
any scan angles are parallel between the relay lenses and the beam, during
the scan, remains in the limits of the objective’s back aperture.

Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of a laser scanning system in the paraxial approx-
imation. A collimated beam impinges on a beam scanning device, in this case a gal-
vanometric mirror, that is placed in the back focal plane of the so-called scan lens,
of focal length fs. A second lens of focal length ft, named tube lens, is positioned in
4f configuration with respect to the scan lens to image the galvo mirror to the back
aperture of the objective, as pointed out by the red dashed lines [191].

As the last element of the excitation system, the one responsible for
focusing the beam on the sample, we employed two different optics. In the
experiment described in Section 3.3, the sample was illuminated by holding
the laser beam at a fixed point, and in this case we used a lens with focal
length f = 30 mm. Instead, in the experiment presented in Section 3.4, we
opted for a scanning illumination configuration and we employed a objec-
tive (Melles Griot) of 0.25 NA and 10x magnification. We experimentally
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measured the spot size focused on the sample using the knife-edge method.
In the first case we obtained a spot with a radius of 15 µm, calculated as
half width at half maximum (HWHM), while in the second case we ob-
tained a smaller spot with a radius of 6 µm, again calculated as HWHM.
We purposefully picked these two optical elements to avoid the difficulty
associated with the laser beam waist’s vertical location relative to the cell
plane. The Petri dish’s thin (170 µm) glass bottom often exhibits thickness
fluctuations. Additionally, it is not exactly flat owing to tensions or bend-
ing caused by gravity. As a consequence, maintaining the laser focus on
the cells while scanning the sample across vast fields of view with a high-
numerical aperture objective is rather challenging. We overcame this issue
by using a low-NA objective and a lens with a long depth of focus, resulting
in excellent repeatability.

Scanning system

The scanning system is made up by two different parts. The first one is
the galvanometric mirror, already presented in the previous subsection, and
the second is an x-y motorized translation stage (8MTF-75LS05 Standa,
Lithuania). The galvanometric mirror is controlled by the driving wave-
form and it produces a deflection of the beam back and forth along one
direction. The sample holder is mounted on the 2-axis motorized stage that
moves the sample in the xy-plane with a resolution (min step size) of 1/8
of 2.5 µm and that is controlled by a software. The combination of the
galvanometric mirror, the 2-axis moving stage and of a shutter turns out to
be an extremely flexible scanning system and it enables us to realize and
change easily different scanning patterns, according to the aim of the ex-
periment. With this implementation we obtain a serpentine scan (shown in
Fig. 3.4). For the y direction we use the galvanometric mirror, whereas for
the x direction we use the motorized translator.

Collection and detectors

After the sample holder, another 4f relay system is placed, in order to make
the generated signal impinge on a photodiode. In this setup we used a
PDA10CS(-EC) (Thorlabs, Germany), a photodetector sensitive to light in
the NIR wavelength range (800-2600 nm) and with switchable gain.

Additional information

All the lenses used in the microscope are B-coated (Thorlabs, Germany)
and are specific to wavelength range 650-1050 nm with a reflectance less
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Figure 3.4: Serpentine scan. On the left of the figure is shown the pattern and on the
right are presented the correspondent driving wave-forms for both x and y directions.
Parameter A represents the width of the scanning area, in this case intended as square,
while N is the number of ramps of the y waveform that one wants to employ in the
scanning procedure.

than 0.5% in this range. This microscope provides also the possibility to
perform imaging with white light (bright-field). This is a very useful tool
because it allows one to inspect the sample before the measurement and to
make sure that the focus is on the sample using a linear translation stage
along z-axis (the sample holder is mounted on it, and both of them are
mounted on the motorized two-axis translation stage). In this configuration
the white lamp is placed on the opposite side of the sample with respect to
the laser source and a beam splitter deflects the beam towards a Thorcam
(Thorlabs), a CCD with 1024x768 pixels. With the Thorcam, we have a
FOV of 200x266 µm. Illuminating from above is the best choice because
it allows us to move only the sample (when we find focus), leaving the
objective and all the optics fixed. A picture of the experimental setup is
provided in Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Picture of the experimental setup used to characterize the HeLa cell response
to NIR ultrashort laser pulses.

Software

We interact with this setup mainly through a custom software programmed
with the National Instrument software LabView (https://www.ni.com/shop/labview.html).
The main functions that we used during the experiments are:

• Move Standa: this allows us to move the sample holder in solidarity
with the motorized translator stage. The shift can be carried out in the
x and y directions, by a definite amount and with a certain speed.

• Move MCL: this allows us to move the sample holder in the z direc-
tion, to place the sample on the correct focal plane.

• Test parameters: this function allows us to carry out a laser scan of
a portion of the sample. The parameters of interest that can be set
are the size of the scanned area, the scanning speed and the number
of horizontally scanned lines. When the measuring process is started,
the function automatically moves the sample holder so that the laser
scans the defined area according to the scanning pattern shown in Fig.
3.4.
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• Free Galvo: when using this function, the laser beam scans a line
back and forth on the sample, while the screen shows the transmission
plot of the laser over the scanned line. The lengthof this line is defined
by the user. If on the path of the laser there is a portion of the sample
that blocks the beam, then the screen will show a corresponding gap
in the transmission profile. We used this function to infere the size
of the laser spot from the sharpness and the slope o the gap in the
transmission plot.

Additionally, the software allows us to open and close the laser shutter and
see and control the settings of the image of the sample acquired by the
Thorcam. An image of the software interface is provided in Fig. 3.6.

Figure 3.6: LabView software interface used to control the experimental setup.

3.2.5 Confocal microscopy

After exposing the cells to laser radiation, the onset of damage is assessed
using a confocal microscope (Olympus Fluoview FV10i). This microscope
is endowed with four diode lasers at emission wavelengths of 405 nm, 473
nm, 559 nm and 635 nm, an integrated incubator, and with a phase-contrast
objective of 0.4 NA and 10x magnification. This translates into the possi-
bility to acquire an image of 1.2×1.2 mm2. The pinhole was set to 2.5 Airy
Unit. As the linear absorption and emission spectra of the fluorescent dyes
are different, it is possible to distinguish live and dead cells by acquiring
two-colour images. Calcein-AM, used to mark live cells, is excited with
the laser diode with 473 nm wavelength, and the emitted one-photon fluo-
rescence signal is collected in the band 570-670 nm. In contrast ethidium
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homodimer-1, the marker for dead cells, is excited using the laser at 559
nm wavelength and emits a linear fluorescent signal in the band 570-670
nm. As several experimental points were acquired in each Petri dish, multi-
area images were acquired on the samples to cover the whole area actually
exposed to the laser radiation. In order to analyse the images, we decided
to act on two different aspects: on the one hand, we counted the live and
damaged cells in the areas actually exposed to the laser, and on the other
hand, we measured the extent of the damaged zone. To do this, we used the
open-source software ImageJ [1].

Figure 3.7: HeLa cells imaged with confocal microscope: a) alive cells stained with
calcein-AM fluorescent dye, b) dead cells stained with ethidium homodimer-1 fluores-
cent dye, c) phase constrast view.

3.3 Cell response to fixed laser exposure

In the first experiment we conducted, we applied a fixed illumination modal-
ity, i.e. we held the laser in a fixed position on the sample for a defined time
(Fig. 3.8a). In this configuration, we studied cell viability as a function of
exposure time Texp and irradiance Iavg. On each sample we created a pat-
tern of 6x6 irradiated points, each 1 mm apart. Each point was exposed
with a different combination of the two parameters under analysis. In par-
ticular, a range from 15 seconds to 8 minutes was explored for the exposure
time, with intermediate values progressively doubled. For the irradiance
we used values between 0.3 MW/cm2 and 1 MW/cm2. Fig. 3.8b shows the
image obtained with the confocal microscope of a sample after it has been
exposed to the laser. By looking at the damaged areas on the sample, the
irradiation pattern can be recognised. The complete list of parameters used
in this experiment, both fixed and variable ones, can be seen in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.8: Fixed laser illumination modality. a) Schematic representation of the illumi-
nation configuration. The laser beam is held fixed at a point on the sample. b) Image,
obtained using the confocal microscope, of a sample after laser exposure. Due to the
presence of the fluorescent dyes calcein-AM and ethidium homodimer-1, alive cells are
stained in green and dead cells are stained red. A pattern of 6x6 points, each with
increasing values of exposure time and irradiance, was exposed to the laser on the
sample. Adapted with permission from [167] ®Optica Publishing Group.

Experimental parameters

Parameter Value
Irradiance - Iavg [0.3 - 1] MW/cm2

Exposure time - Texp [15 - 480] s
Average Laser power - Pavg [2.26 - 6.97] W
Energy per pulse - Ep [28 - 87] nJ
Peak power - Pp [217 - 670] kW
Spot radius 15 µm
Pulse length - τ 130 fs
Repetition rate - f 80 MHz
Wavelength - λ 1040 nm

Table 3.1: Experimental parameters used in fixed laser illumination experiment.

As reported in Table 3.1, we irradiated the sample with a laser spot of
15 µm radius at FWHM. Following the standard procedure employed in
laser physics, in Subsections ’Damage probability: a binary problem’ and
’Extension of the damage: a continuous problem’ we approximated the
laser spot as a circle with a diameter of 30 µm, which is the FWHM of the
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Gaussian spot experimentally calculated with the knife-edge method. This
approximation allows us to consider irradiance, or average laser intensity,
deposited on the sample as homogeneous, calculated as the average power
divided by the area of the laser spot. Indeed it is well known that for a
Gaussian function of the form A · exp(− x2

2σ2 ), where A is the peak value
and σ is the standard deviation, its FWHM is equal to ≈ 2.355σ. Therefore,
approximating the Gaussian spatial profile with a rectangular one with the
same peak value A and with a width equal to the Gaussian FWHM, entails
approximating its area Aσ

√
2π ≃ Aσ2.507 with a value equal to Aσ2.355,

which differ by just 6%. Fig. 3.9 shows the detail of the damage caused
with 0.93 MW/cm2 irradiance and 240 s of exposure. The laser spot is
drawn in white and the damaged area extends far outside the area actually
exposed to the laser, so that the particular spatial profile of the laser spot on
the sample does not play a significant role, making legitimate to apply the
approximation described above.

Figure 3.9: Detail of the damage caused with 0.93 MW/cm2 irradiance and 240 s of
exposure, highlighted by the red circle. The laser spot, kept fixed on the sample, is
represented by the white spot and constitutes the actual irradiated area. The Gaussian
profile of the pulse and its rectangular approximation are sketched in blue. Adapted
with permission from [167] ®Optica Publishing Group.

In order to characterize the response of the cells to laser radiation, we
carried out a standard viability essay, already described in Subsection ’Cell
staining’, to assess cells’ capacity to survive to laser radiation. Note that
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the viability test is the least sensitive protocol for detecting cellular photo-
toxicity. Cell death is just the ultimate effect that radiation could induce
on cells. With this test we have no information about non-lethal damage
that may occur and undermine cell function or about damage that might
trigger the process of apoptosis and lead to delayed death. As can be seen
from Fig. 3.8b, no lethal damage is observed for low values of irradiance
and/or short exposure times, which corresponds to the area in the top left
corner. On the contrary, the damaged areas are present in the lower right
area, which corresponds to the area exposed to higher irradiance values for
longer exposure times. The radius of the damaged areas also varies in line
with irradiance and exposure values and can expand far beyond the area
actually exposed to the laser (only 30 µm of laser spot diameter). In order
to obtain statistically relevant results and validate the reproducibility of the
experiment, we used 13 different Petri dishes, for a total of 313 irradiated
sample points, corresponding to several thousands of cells [167].

A first summary presentation of the average results is given in Fig.
3.10. Here we divided the laser’s irradiance values into four groups of
same width of 0.2 MW/cm2 and we reported the average cell damage ra-
dius observed. Consistently with what already pointed out in Fig. 3.8b,
there is a sort of ’safe’ zone, represented in green where no damage has
ever been caused by using low irradiance values and short exposure time.
As irradiance and exposure values increase, the extent of the damaged area
increases, up to a radius of hundreds of microns. According to this find-
ings, we decided to approach the analysis in three steps. First, we analysed
the data to determine the threshold at which damage occurs, and treated the
problem as dichotomous. Second, considering only the points where dam-
age occurred, we correlated its spatial extent with the parameters irradiance
and exposure time. Eventually, we correlated the damage with the increase
in temperature induced by laser exposure, based on thermodynamic con-
siderations.
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Figure 3.10: For various irradiance ranges and exposure durations, the average radius
of the damaged region is shown. The green zone denotes the safe undamaged area.
The red circles, the radius of which is indicated by their numerical values, illustrate
the spatial extension of the damage. Adapted with permission from [167] ®Optica
Publishing Group.

3.3.1 Data analysis

The problem was divided into two phases of analysis: a first more general
phase to identify a data-driven model that can define the damage probability
(further on in this thesis ’Damage probability: a binary problem’) and a
next step to analyze and describe the extension of the damaged area on
the effectively damaged samples (further on in this thesis ’Extension of the
damage: a continuous problem’).
For both problems the following hypotheses were considered:

1. the experimental setup is fixed

• Pulse length (τ ) = 130 fs

• Spot area = π152 µm2

• Repetition rate (f ) = 80 MHz

therefore the results have to be considered valid only under the con-
ditions defined above;

2. all measurements are independent of each other.
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Finally, the problem was addressed from a thermodynamic point of view,
considering the heat generated by the laser and its diffusion in the sample.

Damage probability: a binary problem

First, we decided to start estimating the probability of damage occurring as
a function of the parameters that we varied during the experiment, irradi-
ance and exposure time. To do this, we formulated the problem that we are
addressing as a binary problem, defining a dichotomous variable Y. Let Y
be the dichotomous variable denoting whether or not damage occurred on
the laser-irradiated specimen. Then Y will be equal to 1 if the radius of the
damaged area observed on the sample is greater than zero, instead Y will
be equal to 0 when no damage has been observed, that the damaged area
has radius zero.

Y=1 if Rdamage > 0

Y=0 otherwise

In this analysis, we considered 301 experimental points out of 313, after
removing outliers and we used a logistic model [7]. The logistic function
is a common S-shaped curve, also called sigmoid curve, increasing in a
monotonous fashion from zero to 1. It is widely used in statistics, as a
distribution function, and in many other fields, including biology. Applying
the logistic model, we calculated the probability that the variable Y acquires
value 1, i.e. that the damage occurs, in this way:

Pr(Y = 1) =
1

(1 + e−β(x−µ))
(3.1)

where β is defined as the logistic growth rate, it is the steepness of the curve
and is inversely proportional to the standard deviation of the dataset distri-
bution. The parameter µ is the mean, that is the position of the sigmoid’s
midpoint, i.e. the value of the variable x for which the probability for the
damage to occur is 50%. Last but not least, x is the independent variable
and we defined it as a function of the exposure time Texp with exponent k0

and the irradiance Iavg with the exponent k1 as follows:

x = T k0
exp · Ik1avg (3.2)

The ordinary least squares (OLS) method is used in the implementation to
determine the optimal values for the exponents k0 and k1, as well as the
logistic growth rate β and the mean µ. We fitted, iteratively on different
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combinations of values of k0 and k1 varying from -10 to +10 in increments
of 0.1, a logistic model that intercepts the dependence between the depen-
dent variable Y and the quantity x = T k0

exp · Ik1avg, in order to maximize the
accuracy of the prediction.

It is possible to think about logistic regression as a supervised learning
approach that belongs to the family of classification algorithms: in order to
categorize a prediction’s outcome into the class it belongs to (damage/non-
damage), the estimated probability may be utilized directly as follows:

damage if Pr(Y = 1) >= 50%

no damage if Pr(Y = 1) < 50%

in which we considered 50% as the cut-off probability. As shown in Table
3.2, the optimal values found was k0=0.5, k1=1.8, µ=4.48 and β=0.98. The
graphic representation of the results of the fitting is given in Fig. 3.11.
In these plots, we decided to provide the regression lines, which depict
the regression equation connected to the response variable represented as
the probability of the damage to occur, as well as the experimental points.
Despite the fact that both panels (Fig. 3.11a and Fig. 3.11b) depict the same
graph, Fig. 3.11b depicts each curve as representing a separate exposure
time value, which makes it easier to understand and analyze the data. To
assess the ability of our algorithm to correctly classify and predict damaged
and undamaged experimental points, we plotted them in Fig. 3.11 using
two different symbols, a circle and a cross respectively. In addition, we
shaded the upper semi-space of the backdrop of Fig. 3.11 gray to indicate
where damage is more likely to occur, i.e. where Pr(Y = 1) >= 50%.
Considering the model that we have implemented, the specificity, that is the
ability to correctly classify the undamaged points, is very high and stands
around 95%, while the sensitivity, that is the ability to correctly classify
the damaged points, stands around 75%. Overall a good result that could
be deduced directly from the graph, in fact most of the circles (damaged
experimental points) are present in the upper part of the graph and most
of the crosses (non-damaged experimental points) in the lower part. The
results are summarized in Table 3.2.

Coefficients Exponents Accuracy Specificity Sensitivity
µ = 4.48 k0 = 0.5 85.1% 94.8% 74.8%
β = 0.98 k1 = 1.8

Table 3.2: Optimal values obtained for coefficients β and µ and exponents k0 and k1, and
accuracy, specificity and sensitivity of the model implemented.
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Figure 3.11: a) The damage probability curve for sample points irradiated by a fixed laser
as a function of the applied irradiance and exposure time. b) The damage probability
curve for sample points irradiated by a fixed laser as a function of the applied irra-
diance for different exposure times. Reprinted with permission from [167] ®Optica
Publishing Group.

It is crucial to proceed in the least impactful and invasive way possible
when approaching live cell imaging. We have used our results to develop
a rule for those approaching to use nonlinear optical microscopy on vital
Hela cells with ultrashort pulsed laser sources of duration 100∼200 fs, with
high repetition rate in the range 40∼100 MHz and wavelength in the near-
infrared spectral region, that means λ ≈1 µm. To do this, we have assumed
as an acceptable safety threshold, to limit the probability of damage to the
sample to less than 5%. Choosing this value as the desired value for the
dependent variable Y in the Eq. (3.1), we calculated the corresponding
value for the independent variable x, that is x=1.475. At this point, using
the definition we have chosen for the variable x, given in Eq. (3.2), we have
calculated some safe working conditions, which are shown in the Table 3.3.
As far as the experiments were concerned, no damage was seen in any of the
samples exposed to x<=1.475, indicating that the safety limit was chosen
appropriately.
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Safe working conditions

Exposure time Texp Maximum Irradiance Iavg
1 second 1.241 MW/cm2

10 seconds 0.655 MW/cm2

1 minute 0.398 MW/cm2

10 minutes 0.210 MW/cm2

Table 3.3: Safe working conditions required to maintain the damage risk below 5% in
fixed laser beam studies and throughout our parameter range.

Extension of the damage: a continuous problem

In this section, the key variable we analyzed is the spatial extension of the
damage. So we decided to study the relationship between the extent of
the damaged area, assumed circular and represented by its radius R, and
the parameters that we varied during laser exposure, namely exposure time
Texp and irradiance Iavg. To find the empirical formula that represented this
relationship, we used a dataset consisting of 155 experimental points. In
fact, from the initial 313, we removed the outliers and all the experimental
points where the damage was not observed, so with R=0, and we kept only
the points where the damaged area has extension greater than zero, so R>0.
In this analysis, let R be the variable that describes the extension, in terms
of µm, of the damage on the sample irradiated by the laser kept fixed. We
modeled R with a regression model built on the exposure time Texp and on
the irradiance Iavg, in this form:

R = ν · T h0
exp · Ih1

avg ν, h0, h1 ∈ R (3.3)

The model determines how the extent of the damage behaves, identify-
ing the optimal values for the exponents h0 and h1 ∈ R together with the
coefficient ν using the OLS method. So, we fitted iteratively on different
combinations of values of h0 and h1 (varying in the range from -10 to +10
with increments of 0.1) a regression model that intercepts the dependence
between the dependent variable R and the quantity T h0

exp · Ih1
avg, maximizing

the R2 value. The results are reported in Table 3.4. The highest accuracy
of the prediction was achieved for the exponent values h0=0.3 and h1=1.5,
which were quite similar to the values obtained in the preceding section
(k0=0.5 and k1=1.8).

A graphical representation of the model is shown in Fig. 3.12. The cir-
cles represent the mean values of the radius of the damaged area observed
on the sample, called cellular damage radius, with their standard deviation,
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Coefficient Exponents R2

ν = 32.11 h0 = 0.3 0.947
h1 = 1.5

Table 3.4: Optimal coefficient ν and exponents h0 and h1 values calculated to maximize
the coefficient of determination R2.

reported as error bar, and are plotted as a function of the irradiance for the
different exposure times. The cellular damage radius increases slightly with
the prolongation of the exposure time Texp, instead the trend is nonlinear
with the augmentation of the irradiance Iavg, as confirmed by the exponent
h1 that is greater than 1.

Irradiance [MW/cm2]

Figure 3.12: Graphical illustration of the curves demonstrating the size of the cellular
damage radius as a function of applied irradiance in sample locations exposed to
a fixed laser for six different exposure times. Reprinted with permission from [167]
®Optica Publishing Group.

Spread of the damage in the sample: a thermodynamic approach

At this point, we decided to investigate the source and the characteristics of
the damage itself. We noticed that the damaged areas in the samples were
often much larger that the area that was actually irradiated by the laser,
especially for long exposure times. This behaviour is perfectly visible in
Fig. 3.9, suggesting that the damage is somehow spreading, resulting in the
death of cells that have never been directly exposed to the laser radiation.
Our hypothesis to interpret this phenomenon was the generation of photo-
induced heat and its diffusion in the sample. For this reason, in this section
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we decided to analyze our data following a thermodynamic approach and
considering the photothermal phenomena that can occur when laser radia-
tion interacts with matter.

Photothermal interaction occurs in situations where the temperature in-
crease in the medium is the main effect of the laser irradiation. When cells
reach temperatures of roughly 42◦C, they are subjected to thermal dam-
age [169]. Cell death or changed cell behavior, such as reduced cell repro-
duction, may occur when temperatures reach dangerously high levels [152].
In some circumstances, photothermal damage produces immediately visi-
ble negative effects, ranging from coagulation and vaporisation to direct
melting or carbonization of the object exposed to radiation. When inves-
tigating photothermal damage, there are two basic processes to take into
consideration: heat production and heat transfer [123]. In our case, the
heat generation occurs when the sample is illuminated and is caused by the
deposition of laser energy in the sample. The amount of energy deposited
depends both on the laser parameters, such as wavelength, temporal pulse
length and repetition rate, and on the optical properties of the sample. If
scattering and reflection are neglected, the optical properties are reduced
to the absorption coefficient α. Absorption is governed by Lambert-Beer’s
law, which, for a Gaussian beam propagating in the z-direction within a
medium, can be written as:

I(r, z, t) = I0(t)e
−r2/2σ2

e−αz, (3.4)

in terms of laser intensity I(r, z, t), where z, as already mentioned, is the
propagation direction and also the vertical coordinate of our reference sys-
tem, σ represents the standard deviation of the Gaussian-like profile of the
beam in the horizontal plane, with radial coordinate r, and α is the absorp-
tion coefficient of the medium through which the laser beam propagates.
To correctly apply Eq. (3.4) to our experiment, the parameter σ should be
set to 30 µm, corresponding to the FWHM of the beam in the focal plane,
while the absorption coefficient has been set a value α ∼ 0.2 cm−1 [157],
namely the absorption coefficient of the DMEM at the wavelength of our
laser source (λ=1040 nm). Finally, considering the intensity temporal pro-
file I0(t), despite the fact that the study was conducted using a pulsed laser
source, the high laser repetition rate (frep=80 MHz) enables one to consider
it as if it was a continuous source. In order to be consistent with the lexi-
con usually adopted in photometry, in this thesis we referred to the average
intensity of the laser I0 using the term irradiance Iavg, calculated as:

I0 = Iavg =
Pavg

Ap

, (3.5)
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where Ap is the beam spot area on the sample, considering its value at
FWHM, and Pavg is the average laser power, calculated as:

Pavg = frepEp, (3.6)

with Ep the single pulse energy. After the laser radiation has been absorbed
by the medium, the heat begins to diffuse in the sample. The crucial point
to correctly simulate this phenomenon, is to model a heat source that can
cause an increase in temperatures in the medium exposed to the laser. It is
possible to express the heat source considering its volume density Q(r, z),
which is calculated, using the Lambert-Beer’s law, as the derivative in the
z-direction of the intensity profile I(r, z, t), namely:

Q(r, z) = αI0Twe
−r2/2σ2

e−αzg(z). (3.7)

The notation is the same used above. Here we consider two additional
terms: the first one is the Fresnel transmission factor Tw, inserted to ac-
count for the effect of the passage of the laser beam through the air/DMEM
interface; the second one is the term g(z) and it has been introduced to con-
sider the transverse spreading of the beam caused by diffraction and it is
coherent with the confinement of the beam during propagation.

At this point, to understand how the heat diffuses in the sample, we
must study the related thermal transport problem. We considered the Fourier
transport equation and we solved it for the temperature field T (r, z):

ρCp
∂T (r, z)

∂t
− κ∇2T (r, z) = Q(r, z), (3.8)

with ρ the density, Cp is the heat capacity and κ is the thermal conductivity
of the medium in which the heat is spreading. The term Q(r, z) represents
the heat source mentioned above. The calculations were carried out using
a finite-element method (FEM)-based model, which was implemented us-
ing a commercial software (COMSOL Multiphysics 5.6). Table 3.5 lists
the thermal parameter values used in the simulation, as reported in litera-
ture [83, 129, 157, 173].

Thanks to the symmetry of the sample and laser beam, we solved the
heat transfer equation considering a two-dimensional axisymmetric domain
of 500 µm × 500 µm. To correctly replicate the experimental circum-
stances, the system was examined by establishing Infinite Element (IE)
domains that encircle the physical domain, simulating an indefinitely ex-
tended aqueous environment that is several times bigger than the cell area
in the sample. Outside IEs, the temperature was held constant at 27◦C,
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Cell culture medium (DMEM)

Parameter Value
Specific heat capacity (Cp) 4186 (Jkg−1K−1)

Density (ρ) 1000 (kgm−3)
Thermal conductivity (κ) 0.6 (Wm−1K−1)
Absorption coefficient (α) 0.2 (cm−1)

Table 3.5: DMEM’s optical and thermal parameters used in the simulation [83, 129, 157,
173].

which was the equilibrium initial value (T0).
The results obtained from the solution of the Eq. (3.8) are shown in Fig.

3.13. In panel (a) we reported the temperature reached at the center of the
laser spot (r = 0, z = 0) over time, for three different values of irradiance:
0.57 MW/cm2, 0.71 MW/cm2 and 0.85 MW/cm2. The most obvious thing
that can be seen from this graph is that the temperature reaches saturation
in ≃ 500 ms, a much shorter time than the values we used as exposure
times. Once this equilibrium value is reached, it is kept constant for the
rest of the laser exposure and the temperature at the center of the laser spot
is purely the outcome of a dynamic equilibrium between the heat genera-
tion induced by laser absorption and the heat diffusion in the sample in the
presence of the laser. In fact, it is directly proportional to the irradiance as
displayed in panel (b) of Fig. 3.13. Finally, we studied how the temperature
evolves spatially in the sample and in the panel (c) of Fig. 3.13, we reported
the profile of the equilibrium temperature (after two seconds of exposure)
along the radial coordinate r, up to a maximum value of 250 µm, again for
three different values of irradiance: 0.57 MW/cm2, 0.71 MW/cm2 and 0.85
MW/cm2. Indeed, we found that the temperature saturated also outside the
laser spot but it took a longer time, in the order of few seconds.

The next step in our study was comparing this theoretical model to the
experimental data on the extension of the damage. As already mentioned,
we approximated the damaged areas obtained experimentally to circular
areas, whose extension we measured by referring to the cellular damage
radius R. Using the results obtained in the simulation, we have obtained the
temperature reached along the perimeter circumference of each damaged
area, that is, corresponding to the distance from the center of the laser spot
equal to the cellular damage radius R. Our goal was to find the temperatures
that had proven lethal and caused cell death. An illustration of this process
is shown in Fig. 3.14. Six experimental points illuminated with an irradi-
ance of 0.82 MW/cm2 are shown in the top row. Each of these points was
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a) b) c)

Irradiance [MW/cm2] Distance from focus [�m]Time [s]

Figure 3.13: a) Temperature reached on the sample as a function of time at the center of
the laser focal spot (r = 0, z = 0), calculated with Eq. (3.8), for 3 different values
of irradiance. b) Temperature reached on the sample as a function of irradiance at
the center of the laser focal spot, calculated using Eq. (3.8). c) Temperature profile
in the Petri dish as a function of the radial coordinates for three different values of
irradiance. Reprinted with permission from [167] ®Optica Publishing Group.

exposed to the laser for a different exposure time, that goes from 15 s to 480
s. As already said, green cells are healthy and vital cells, whereas red cells
are dead. For this value of irradiance, an exposure of 15 s does not cause
any damage, for longer exposure times the damage appears and its exten-
sion increases with increasing exposure time. The edge of the damaged
area is highlighted by the yellow circle and the cellular damage radius R is
its radius. Plots of temperature spatial distributions in the sample obtained
from simulations, for the same irradiance value, are reported in the bottom
row. On each plot, the isotherm corresponding to the edge of the damaged
region was colored green based on the experimental images. The values of
the isotherms highlighted in green are shown below, while the temperature
reached at the center of the laser spot is 91◦C.

Looking at Fig. 3.14, we noticed that the temperatures that induce cell
death for short exposure times are much higher than those that have the
same effect for long exposure times. In fact, after 30 s of illumination only
cells approaching 50◦C die, whereas for an exposure of 480 s a little less
than 40◦C is sufficient to induced permanent damage. The same behaviour
was found for all samples and irradiance values tested. Interestingly, we
realized that the cellular damage radius, that we expressed as function of
exposure time Texp and irradiance Iavg in Eq. (3.3), for a particular ex-
posure time is solely dependent on the sample’s local temperature, due to
the linear relationship between irradiance and temperature shown above.
To confirm this, we determined the temperature reached at the edge of the
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Temperature at the

Exposure time [s]

15 30 60 120 240 480

51.4 47.9 44 42.2 39.9

100

Figure 3.14: Effect of increasing exposure time on cells. In the first row, the experimen-
tal damage obtained using an irradiance of 0.82 MW/cm2 and varying exposure time,
with the circumferences of the damaged areas highlighted in yellow. In the second
row, simulations where the isotherms and relative temperatures, corresponding to the
circumferences of the damaged areas, are highlighted in green. Reprinted with per-
mission from [167] ®Optica Publishing Group.

damaged area for all the 155 samples, in the same way as for Fig. 3.14.
The result is presented in Fig. 3.15. Here the blue dots are the temperatures
corresponding to each cellular damage radius R observed experimentally,
for all irradiance values, divided according to the exposure time. As shown
in the graph, for a given exposure time, the cellular damage radius, that is
the radius that describes the extent of the area of dead cells, will always
correspond to the same threshold temperature. To emphasize this result, a
red vertical line was added to Fig. 3.15 to represent the mean threshold
temperature.

To further confirm the validity of our approach and our results in tem-
perature increase, we compared our results with those obtained by employ-
ing a formula proposed by Macias-Romero et al. [104]. This model calcu-
lates the temperature increase in the sample due to the interaction with a
pulsed focused Gaussian beam with repetition rate f and pulse duration τ :

∆T (x, y, z, t) =

int(t∗f)∑
n=0

∫ τp

0

A
√
2

8π2Cp[κ(t− t′ − n
f
)]3/2∫∫∫ ∞

−∞
e
− 2(x′2+y′2)

a2
− 2z′2

b2
− (x−x′)2+(y−y′)2+(z−z′)2

4κ(t−t′−n
f
) dx′dy′dz′dt′

(3.9)
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Figure 3.15: For each sample and irradiance, scatter plots of the temperatures at the bor-
der of the cellular damage areas, divided by exposure time, are shown. Each group’s
mean threshold temperature is displayed in red. Reprinted with permission from [167]
®Optica Publishing Group.

The parameters appearing in the formula are: a and b, which are the semi-
axes of the transverse and longitudinal dimensions of the heat source, re-
spectively in the radial plane and in the z-direction; A is a constant given
by A = 2αbE/(πa2b), where α is the absorption coefficient and E is the
energy delivered by a single pulse; κ is the thermal conductivity of the
medium and Cp is the specific heat capacity of the medium, expressed in
units of Jg−1K−1. In Table 3.6, a comparison of temperature increase val-
ues obtained at the centre of the laser spot after 1 second of laser exposure
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Average laser
power

Temperature rise
Fourier-based

model
Macias-Romero

model
1 W 10.7◦C 11.8◦C

3.5 W 39.3◦C 41.3◦C
7 W 76.5◦C 82.5◦C

Table 3.6: Temperature increase in the sample at the center of the laser spot for 1 s of
exposure time, calculated with the Fourier-based model and with the model proposed
by Macias-Romero and colleagues, for three different values of average laser power.

with the Fourier-based model (second column) and with Macias-Romero
model (third column) is reported. The results are very close, with a discrep-
ancy in the range 1-7 degrees, which is probably better than the achievable
precision in measuring the local temperature rise in cells using a thermo-
camera or a temperature sensitive dye.

3.4 Cell response to scanning laser exposure

In this section we present the second experiment we conducted to study the
cellular response to laser exposure in terms of cell viability, but this time
we applied a laser scanning illumination modality (Fig. 3.16). Some laser
power and irradiance values have already been proposed to avoid damaging
the samples under observation [44, 53]. Our purpose in this work is to ex-
plore a new range of parameters to broaden the knowledge of this complex
phenomenon.

Before presenting the methodology and results of this experiment, a
short clarification on our scanning system is needed. In this illumina-
tion configuration, the laser describes a serpentine pattern on the sample,
thanks to the combined use of the galvanometric mirror and the motorized
translational stage, as already described in ’Scanning system’ Subsection.
Throughout the experiment, the laser beam scans a defined area of the sam-
ple of dimension 50×50 µm2. So the beam follows a serpentine pattern to
cover the whole area, changing direction after each horizontal scan is com-
pleted. The vertical distance between two consecutive horizontal scans is
inversely proportional to the number of equispaced horizontal lines scanned
used during the illumination. We used the number of equispaced horizontal
lines as a parameter of the experiment, calling it number of lines L. For this
parameter we explored three different values: 20, 50 and 200 lines. Given
the scanning laser beam diameter dimension (d = 12 µm), the vertical di-
mension of the scanned area (50 µm) and the number of lines (L) used in
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the experiment, it is clear that the scanning lines overlay during illumina-
tion procedure, as depicted in Fig. 3.17. To clarify this aspect, we defined
the vertical line density (VLD) as:

V LD = d · ( L

50µm
) (3.10)

Another useful parameter when dealing with this kind of topics is the en-
ergy density, also called light dose D. This parameter is defined as:

D = Iavg · Texp, (3.11)

with Iavg irradiance and Texp the exposure times. When calculating expo-
sure duration in this experiment, we took into account the entire amount of
time that a single cell was illuminated by laser light, which we estimated as
follows:

Texp =
Aspot · ( L

50µm
)

Vs
, (3.12)

with Aspot the area of the laser spot on the sample and Vs the scanning
speed.

In this configuration we studied cell viability as a function of average
laser power Pavg, scanning speed Vs and number of lines L. In particular,
we systematically varied the average laser power between 1 W and 7 W, for
the scanning speed we studied 3 different values, 0.25 mm/s, 0.5 mm/s and
1 mm/s, and we tested three different values of number of scanning lines,
20, 50 and 200, as already mentioned. The complete list of parameters used
in this experiment, both fixed and variable ones, can be seen in Table 3.7.

We performed this experiment on three different samples. On each
sample we irradiated 54 areas of 50×50 µm2 each. Each area was exposed
with a different combination of the three parameters under analysis: av-
erage laser power, scanning speed and number of lines. There were an
average of 10 cells in each 50×50 µm2 area and, using three distinct sam-
ples, we were able to acquire consistent findings across more than 1600
cells. Even if in some cases the damage spreads beyond the region where
the laser irradiated, we decided to only count cells in that area.

This time we decided to monitor the cell viability over a longer period
after laser exposure, to also consider photo-induced cell apoptosis that was
not immediately visible and to get more accurate results. Thus, to analyze
the effects of laser radiation on cell viability after irradiation, two images
of each samples were acquired at the confocal microscope (as described
in Subsection ’Confocal microscopy’), one immediately after exposure and
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Figure 3.16: Schematic representation of the scanning laser illumination configuration.
The laser describe a serpentine pattern on the sample.

Figure 3.17: Graphic representation of the vertical line density parameter (VLD). The
squares represent the scanned surfaces, with a number of lines (L) equal to 20, 50 and
200 lines. The red circle represents the laser spot.

one after 18 hours. During the counting process, we divided cells in three
categories: live, dead and stressed. Live cells display a bright green color
and have an elongated shape indicating that they are still safely attached to
the substrate. Dead cells are red in color and usually have circular shape,
because they have detached from the bottom of the Petri dish. They also
appear smaller than healthy cells. Some of the cells couldn’t be clearly put
in one of these two categories. We classified those cells as stressed, includ-
ing cells that have both green and red areas and cells that are still green
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Experimental parameters

Parameter Value
Average Laser power - Pavg [1 - 7] W
Number of lines - L 20, 50, 200
Scanning speed - Vs [0.25, 0.50, 1] mm/s
Irradiance - Iavg [0.9 - 6.2] MW/cm2

Energy per pulse - Ep [12.5 - 87.5] nJ
Peak power - Pp [96 - 673] kW
Energy density - D [0.04 - 11.2] MJ/cm2

Spot radius 6 µm
Pulse length - τ 130 fs
Repetition rate - f 80 MHz
Wavelength - λ 1040 nm

Table 3.7: Experimental parameters used in scanning laser illumination experiment.

but seem to have an unhealthy shape. Cells belonging to this category are
possibly apoptotic cells, and the 18-hours timelapse helped us observe thier
behaviour over time. Examples of the three categories can be seen in Fig.
3.18.

Figure 3.18: Examples of different types of cells stained with ethidium homodimer-1 and
calcein-AM. a) Healthy live cells. b) Cluster of dead cells. c) Cluster of stressed cells.

Fig. 3.19a shows the image obtained with the confocal microscope of
a sample 18 hours after it has been exposed to the laser, instead Fig. 3.19b
reports the same image with the 54 irradiated areas highlighted by the white
squares.

3.4.1 Data analysis

The objective of this study is to develop a data-driven law that explains how
the experimental, i.e. variables average laser power Pavg, scanning speed Vs
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Figure 3.19: Image, obtained using a confocal microscope, of a sample after laser expo-
sure. a) Thanks to the use of fluorescent dyes,alive cells are stained in green and dead
cells are stained red, it is possible to see the lethality of the radiation varying the values
of average laser power, scanning speed and number of lines. b) Same image reported
in panel a with the irradiated areas highlighted by the white squares. Adapted with
permission from [167] ®Optica Publishing Group.
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and number of lines L, are related to the percentage of damaged cells, that
means dead and stressed cells. Let Y be the percentage of damaged cells
(dead and stressed) after laser exposure in the scanned area. In the same
way we did in the previous experiment, we decided to use a logistic func-
tion to model the variable Y (see Eq. (3.1)), but this time the independent
variable x is defined as:

x = P k0
avg · Lk1 · V k2

s , (3.13)

therefore, as a function of the experimental variables elevated to the expo-
nents k0, k1 and k2.

In this analysis we considered 187 experimental data and, same as be-
fore, we used the OLS method to determine the optimal values for the
exponents k0, k1 and k2, fitting iteratively on different combinations of
values in the range -10 to +10 in increments of 0.1. The optimal values,
which maximize the R2 of the interpolation, obtained for the exponents are
k0=1.0, k1=0.16 and k2=-0.08, with a coefficient µ=8.65 ± 0.12, a coeffi-
cient β=0.90 ± 0.12. These results are summarized in Table 3.8.

k0 k1 k2 µ β R2

1.0 0.16 -0.08 8.65 ± 0.12 0.90 ± 0.12 0.79

Table 3.8: Optimal values of the exponents k0, k1, k2 and of the coefficients µ and β, that
maximize the R2 value of the model implemented.

The graphic representation of the results of the fitting is given in Fig.
3.20. In panel a, we reported the fitted logistic function (solid line) ob-
tained with data (dots) collected 18 hours after illumination. In order to
demonstrate the need to assess photodamage even many hours after expo-
sure, we have also included in the graph in red the result obtained with
the data collected immediately after exposure to laser radiation. In fact,
using the data collected after 18 hours, the resulting curve (black curve)
is left-shifted from the curve obtained with the data collected immediately
after laser exposure (red curve). This means that the number of damaged
cells has increased in the 18 hours between the two data acquisitions, and
therefore the radiation had induced apoptosis processes not immediately
detectable, proving the unreliability of the data collected immediately after
irradiation. In panel b of Fig. 3.20 we decided to plot the result obtained
18 hours after illumination by dividing the data according to the number
of lines N used in the illumination. In this case we didn’t repeat the opti-
mization of the fitting procedure, we just used the optimal values identified
before (and reported in Table 3.8) redefining the independent variable x for
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the plot:

xL = P k0
avg · V k2

s , (3.14)

So we reported three scatter plots and the three interpolations of the
same optimal logistic function: in green for L = 20, in yellow for L =
50 and in cyan for L = 200. This graph clearly shows that the higher the
number of lines, the more cells are damaged, and this is directly related
to the fact that more lines correspond to greater cell illumination during
the imaging process. In fact, going to consider the exponent k1 obtained
for the number of lines (L) variable, the percentage of the damage cells is
directly dependent on L, but in a sub-linear way, being k1 = 0.16 (less than
1). Looking at the other variables used in the experiment, as expected we
find a very weak inverse dependence on scanning speed Vs, with k2 = -0.08,
while the most significant dependence we find by the average laser power
Pavg. With k0 = 1.0, the percentage of damage cells depends linearly on
the Pavg. The heatmaps in the Fig. 3.21 represents values assumed by the
dependent variable Y = F(x, µ, β) for any combination of Pavg, Vs and L,
providing a graphical representation of the dependencies: when the power
of the laser varies (vertical axis), the proportion of damaged cells changes
considerably more than when the scanning speed varies (horizontal axis) or
the number of lines (the three consecutive heatmaps).

Fit T18

Fit T0

Data T18

Data T0

Figure 3.20: a) Logistic fit: in red with data collected just after the laser exposure and
in black with data collected after 18 hours. b) Logistic fit for each value of number
of lines L, with data collected after 18 hours. Reprinted with permission from [167]
®Optica Publishing Group.

In the analogous way as for fixed laser illumination configuration, we
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Figure 3.21: Percentage of damaged cells calculated for any combination of Pavg , Vs and
L. Reprinted with permission from [167] ®Optica Publishing Group.

derived also in this case an empirical safety rule to perform imaging in
laser scanning illumination configuration. As before, this rule has been
designed to keep the probability of damage below the 5% threshold and is
valid in the range of parameters we have explored. According to this rule,
the safety limit corresponds to x = 5.367. As confirmation of the validity
of this threshold, from our experiment only one experimental point was
damaged below this value of the independent variable x. We summarized
the safety working conditions in Table 3.9, calculating the safe values of
average laser power using Eq. (3.13).

Safe working conditions

VDL Vs = 0.25 mm/s Vs = 0.5 mm/s Vs = 1 mm/s
2.4 2.975 W 3.145 W 3.324 W
6 2.569 W 2.715 W 2.870 W

24 2.058 W 2.175 W 2.299 W

Table 3.9: Maximum values of average laser power allowed for keeping the damage prob-
ability below 5% in scanning laser illumination configuration, valid for our range of
parameters.

3.5 Discussion

In this chapter we presented a careful study of the cellular response, in
terms of viability, induced in vital HeLa cells exposing them to NIR ultra-
short pulsed laser source in two different laser illumination configurations,
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i.e. keeping the laser fixed on the sample or scanning the laser beam over
the sample area. It is possible to investigate the mechanism of damage that
takes place considering its dependence on the applied laser power. In fact,
it is well established the relation between the photodamage rate R and the
laser parameters:

R ∝ P n
p fτ, (3.15)

with Pp laser peak power, n the order of photodamage mechanism, f laser
repetition rate and τ pulse duration [4, 54, 87]. In the first experiment, con-
ducted in fixed laser illumination configuration, we studied the photodam-
age as a function of irradiance Iavg, that we defined as Iavg = Pavg/ spot
area [MW/cm2]. For the duration of this first experiment we kept the spot
area constant, so we can say without losing generality, that we studied the
dependence of damage from the average laser power. In the second exper-
iment, conducted in laser scanning illumination configuration, we inves-
tigated the onset of the damage as a function of the average laser power.
Because we opted not to modify the repetition rate or pulse length, we de-
cided to study the dependence of damage on average laser power instead
of laser peak power, without sacrificing generality, in order to interpret our
data and evaluate the damage mechanism that comes into play.

Starting with the results obtained in the first experiment, in Subsubsec-
tion ’Damage probability: a binary problem’ we obtained for the irradiance
an exponent k1 = 1.8, while in Subsubsection ’Extension of the damage: a
continuous problem’ we obtained an exponent h1 = 1.5. In each of these
instances, the exponent is smaller than 2. Interpreting this data, we can say
that phototoxicity is mainly caused by a first order process, so the damage
is photothermal, with some contribution from second order processes, as
indicated by the fact that the exponent is greater than 1. This finding is fur-
ther corroborated in Subsubsection ’Spread of the damage in the sample:
a thermodynamic approach’, where it is proved, with thermodynamic con-
siderations, that potentially fatal temperatures are achieved in correlation
with damaged sample area. Thus, the presence of photothermal damage is
confirmed. Then we deepened the damage induced by higher order pro-
cesses. Our hypothesis is that the thermal shock induced from the laser
exposure enhanced the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), as al-
ready observed in literature [48, 161]. Furthermore, heat shock has been
shown to activate not only ROS production, but also the death receptor
apoptotic pathways, resulting in cell death [63, 64, 72]. In fact when cells
are under stress, they start to send signals to each other which could trigger
the apoptosis process (extrinsic pathways) [46]. In light of this, the death of
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cells exposed to potentially non-lethal temperatures for very long exposures
(the temperature threshold calculated for an exposure time of 480 s is just
38.4◦C) would be explained: infrared radiation and the heat generated act
as environmental stressors and induce cells to exchange apoptosis signals.
A confirmation of this hypothesis can be found considering the theory of
Brownian motion, random walk and diffusion. Indeed, thanks to these the-
ories we know that diffusing molecules travel over a distance whose square
value increases on average linearly with time [154]. We found in Subsub-
section ’Extension of the damage: a continuous problem’ that the cellular
damage radius is related to exposure time elevated to a power close to 0.5,
which supports the idea that apoptotic signals are exchanged and diffused
across cells. Another important result of this series of tests is the proof that
cells can endure high temperatures for a short length of time, but that they
will not survive if exposed to even moderate temperatures for an extended
period of time, as shown in Fig. 3.15. This is very useful information
for microscopists who undertake nonlinear imaging with ultrashort laser
pulses, since it allows them to see finer details. The experiment provides
compelling evidence that high irradiances are preferable in most cases be-
cause they produce strong signals and allow one to image the sample in a
short period of time without causing damage.

Continuing on the result obtained in the second experiment, which was
conducted in scanning laser illumination configuration, we obtained for
the average laser power an exponent k0 = 1.0. Given the different (and
shorter) exposure times applied with respect to the first experiment, the lin-
ear component, thus photothermal damage, is even more predominant. In
fact, while in the first experiment we used exposure times from 15 to 480
s, in the second experiment the tested values ranged from 45 to 1800 ms,
insufficient time for ROS to be produced in this parameter range.

Eventually, if the same range of parameters is employed, the data-
driven approach to data analysis offers a reliable tool for evaluating the
experimental circumstances to perform safe nonlinear optical bio-imaging
on living HeLa cells. The 5% probability of photodamage seems to be an
appropriate safety threshold level for this application, since in our tests, we
identified just one damaged experimental points below this level.

3.6 Conclusions

With these experiments we set out to study the cellular response induced by
exposure to NIR ultrashort laser pulses in live Hela cells, in order to pro-
vide useful information to perform biological imaging without damaging
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the sample under observation. By focusing our study on a few parameters
and narrowing the range of values to explore, we were able to characterize
the type of photodamage that occurs and define experimental safety condi-
tions that allow performing nonlinear optical imaging without causing the
death of the cells observed. Phototoxicity in biological samples is a very
broad and complex subject, characterized by many questions still open. In
addition to the many variables that one has to manage, one has to deal
with the inherent variability of biological organisms. Despite the enormous
challenge of approaching such a topic, continuing research in this area is
of fundamental importance given the continuous development of photonic
technologies and their possible translation into the biomedical field.
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CHAPTER4
Multimodal nonlinear optical microscopy of

murine spine samples

This chapter presents the result of the fruitful collaboration with the group
of Dr. Sobacchi from Humanitas-Clinical and Research Center in Milan,
Italy. The purpose of this collaboration was to test the applicability and ad-
vantages that multimodal nonlinear optical microscopy could bring to the
pathophysiological study of bone samples. The use of our nonlinear tech-
nology on samples of murine vertebrae has proved extremely promising:
quantitative and chemically specific data have been collected effectively,
revealing informations that were not evident with standard analyses.

Introduction

Bone is a complex specialized connective tissue that performs fundamental
functions in our body. It is the solid and stable part around which muscles
and ligaments are anchored, giving structure to the body. Moreover, it has a
protective function for vital organs, such as the braincase, and also a physi-
ologic function being the seat of the hematopoietic and mineral homeostasis
activities. This tissue is made up of both organic and inorganic materials.
The organic part is composed mainly of type-I collagen fibrils, which is
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organized in a honeycomb matrix structure, proteins, and water, and it is
responsible for bone elasticity and fracture resistance. On the other hand,
the inorganic component consists mainly of phosphate and calcium mineral
salts, such as hydroxyapatite crystals, a mineral salt whose bonds provide
the collagen matrix its rigidity and hardness, giving the characteristic firm-
ness to the bone structure [160]. Bone matrix is constantly resorbed and
regenerated during a process called bone remodeling, which is regulated by
its cells and a variety of local and systemic stimuli. The equilibrium of this
incredibly complex system can be altered under pathological conditions,
leading to changes in bone structure and mechanics [8].

In their seminal study "Absence of Dipeptidyl Peptidase 3 (DPP3) In-
creases Oxidative Stress and Causes Bone Loss" [116], Menale and col-
leagues demonstrated the significant role played by the enzyme DPP3 in
maintaining bone homeostasis, suggesting that it could be potentially used
as a new marker of bone loss pathologies in humans. In their experi-
mental work they employed well-established techniques in the biomedi-
cal field such as immunohistochemistry, micro-computed tomography or
fluorescence microscopy. Since modern optical technologies are enabling
significant advancements in medical imaging and pathological analysis of
biological material, they decided to expand their study and explore the op-
portunities that nonlinear optical microscopy could offer them. So, a very
productive collaboration between our research teams was opened.

In this chapter, the results obtained with multimodal NLO microscopy
by examining the bone tissue composition in pathologic circumstances in
mouse spine sections are presented. As a model of bone loss due to in-
creased oxidative stress, we used the DPP3 Knock-out (KO) mouse model
provided by Menale and coworkers [116]. A multimodal custom-built mi-
croscope was used to investigate spine sections from wild-type (WT) and
knock-out (KO) mice. The microscope worked in 4 different modalities:
bright-field, SHG, TPEF and SRS. The latter technique has been exploited
at two different Raman shifts, 2850 cm−1 and 2920 cm−1, typical of lipids
and proteins respectively. The imaging data was examined with the use of
specialized software, algorithms, and statistical analysis tools. As a result,
we were able to identify variations between the two sets of samples (WT
and KO) that would otherwise go unnoticed by traditional analysis, indicat-
ing how promising multimodal NLO microscopy is to study bone tissue.
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4.1 Materials and Methods

In this section sample, protocols, procedures and experimental setup used
in this experimental study will be presented in a detailed way.

4.1.1 Tissue samples

Murine spine tissue samples from two different study groups were provided
by Humanitas Clinical and Research Center (Milan, Italy). Mice from the
pathology-bearing group (sample size n = 3), i.e. knock-out (KO) models,
belonged to a lineage of animals in which the dipeptidyl peptidase 3 (DPP3)
gene was ubiquitously inactivated, inducing bone-loss related symptoma-
tology [116]. The other group of mice, i.e. wildtype (WT) models, con-
stituted the control group for the experiment (sample size n = 3). Both
KO and WT mice were bred in a specific-pathogen-free animal facility, un-
der a 12-hour dark/light cycle, with adequate supplies of water and food.
All the procedures involving mice were performed in accordance with the
ethical rules of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Hu-
manitas Clinical and Research Center and with international laws (Italian
Ministry of Health, protocol n.07/2014-PR). Euthanasia via CO2 asphyxia-
tion was practiced on the mice; from each mouse, lumbar spine tissues were
collected, fixed in 4% PFA and promptly embedded in methylmetacrilate,
without any decalcification procedure. Six µm thick sections were placed
on polylisine-coated BK7 glass slides to preserve them. In order to perform
microscopy experiments, the sample is then deplasticized and attached on
a #1.5 quartz coverslip, with an average thickness of 170 µm.

The choice of the material for the coverslip is critical for the quality of
the microscopy studies. Common glass slides suffice for most of conven-
tional microscopy and spectroscopy applications in the visible to IR light
range; nonetheless, its transmission efficiency drops close to the UV-visible
range. On the other hand, quartz coverslips possess an elevated and uniform
transmission spectra, covering the whole range of frequencies of interest
and represents the high standard in NLO microscopy research. Because of
these reasons and considering the low power available on the Stokes branch,
it was chosen to operate on 170 µm quartz coverslip substrates for multi-
modal nonlinear optical imaging experiments carried out in the context of
the present chapter. The configuration adopted during experiments, the best
one for imaging acquisition, is depicted in Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the experimental configuration of tissue sample
and excitation and collection objective. Size not in scale.

4.1.2 Multimodal nonlinear optical microscope

In VIBRA - Nonlinear Optical Microscopy Lab, we developed a multi-
modal NLO microscope using only off-the-shelf components. The setup is
completely accessible and each part is easily reconfigurable. The micro-
scope is fed by an ultra-short pulsed fiber-based laser source [34]. In this
subsection a clear presentation of the experimental setup will be provided,
starting from the hardware components (laser source, excitation optics, etc.)
and ending with software.

Laser source and beam manipulation

In this setup a mode-locked Erbium:fiber oscillator (Toptica Photonics,
Germany) with a repetition rate of 40 MHz is employed. The oscillator
feeds three independent Er-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs, referred to as
Arm 0, Arm 1 and Arm 2), each of them yielding 350 mW output power
at a central wavelength of 1560 nm, thus the three EDFA outputs are syn-
chronized and coherently in phase. Moreover, three silicon prism pairs
compress the pulse duration at the source up to less than 100 fs. The first
optical element placed on the optical path of the Arm 0 output is a half-wave
plate (HWP) followed by a polarizing beam splitter (ThorLabs, USA). The
combination of these two optics allows to select polarization and power of
the laser beam. Then, beam is sent to 10-mm-long MgO-doped periodically
poled lithium niobate (PPLN) crystal with a poling period of 19.3 µm. The
PPLN doubles the Arm 0 frequency, generating a second-harmonic beam at
780 nm, that we used as pump for coherent Raman microscopy modalities.
The resulting maximum laser power of this pump beam amounts to 90 mW,
that is modulated by an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) at 1 MHz [35].
The Arm 1 output is coupled to a highly non-linear fiber (HNLF), with 3.7
µm core diameter and approximately 7 cm length, which causes anomalous
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dispersion and broadens the input spectrum. Because of this spectral broad-
ening, side-lobes are generated, both at longer and at shorter wavelengths
than the input fundamental one at 1560 nm. Two modes of propagation are
possible: in a soliton regime at longer wavelengths, while in the normal
dispersion regime at shorter wavelengths. By adjusting the silicon prism
pair insertion, the dispersion of the input pulse entering the HNLF can be
regulated, thus influencing the position of the peaks associated to the newly
generated high frequency and low frequency components. Therefore, the
longer wavelengths component can be modulated between 1700 nm and
2100 nm, whereas the shorter wavelengths component down to 1000 nm.
Finally, the resulting white light output enters a 10-mm-long PPLN crys-
tal with a fan-out grating design, making it possible to obtain narrowband
Stokes pulses, which are tunable in wavelength in the range from 950 nm
to 1050 nm and a linewidth that ranges from 18 cm−1 to 30 cm−1. The
tuning operation is user-controllable and it is performed through a Kinesis
motorized stage and its dedicated software (ThorLabs, USA). Therefore,
Ω = ωp − ωS in the 2300-3300 cm−1 vibrational range, effectively cov-
ering the whole CH-stretching region, which is fundamental to select the
appropriate Raman shift for bio-applications.

For the SRS signal we decided to opt for the in-line balanced (IBD)
detection scheme. To do this it is necessary to create two collinear replicas
of the Stokes pulse, orthogonally polarized and temporally shifted. A HWP
and an YVO4 birefringent crystal are inserted along the optical path of the
beam. The HWP modifies the polarization of the incident pulse, position-
ing it at 45◦ to the crystal’s fast and slow axes. The optical characteristics
of the crystal cause the two pulse projections to divide in time, propagat-
ing in the crystal at different phase velocities, c0/no and c0/ne, where c0 is
the speed of light in vacuum and the apices o and e of the index n are for
ordinary and extraordinary. Thus, while the beam propagates in the bire-
fringent crystal, the pulse projections along the two axis shift temporally
by a quantity τ = L/c0(n

e − no). A diagram of this process is provided in
Fig. 4.3. One of these two replicas will be temporally and spatially over-
lapped with the pump pulse, using a delay line and a dichroic mirror, and
used to probe the sample and generate the SRS signal, while the other one
will be use as reference, allowing us to recover the weak SRG signal after
lock-in demodulation. [35]. In Fig. 4.2 a schematic representation of the
microscope setup is provided.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the experimental setup. M, mirror; DL, delay
line; AOM, acousto-optic modulator; DM, dichroic mirror; MTS, motorized transla-
tional stage; TF, tunable filters; WP, Wollaston prism; BPD, balanced photodiode;
PMT, photomultiplier tube.

Figure 4.3: Generation of the two Stokes pulses with perpendicular polarization for IBD
detection of SRS signal, using a half-wave plate (HWP) and a birefringent crystal.
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Microscopy unit

The two combined laser beams arrive at the microscopy unit. The micro-
scope presents an inverted configuration and the nonlinear signals are de-
tected in the forward direction. The beams are directed into the back aper-
ture of an LD EC Epiplan-Neofluar 100x/0.75 DIC M27 objective (Zeiss,
Germany) with 4-mm working distance, used as illumination optics, which
focused them on the sample. The sample is placed on a custom-designed
sample holder, mounted on the scanning unit. A first motorized translation
stage (Mad City Labs Inc, USA) on the vertical axis (z-axis) is used to posi-
tion the sample in the focal plane, and a second one (8MTF-75LS05 Standa,
Lithuania) provides the movement on the horizontal plane (xy-plane). The
vertical translator has a resolution of 50 nm, while the xy-stage, the same
used in Section 3.2.4, has a resolution of 125 nm. The combination of these
two translators allows us to move the sample in three dimensions, and it is
useful both for positioning the sample on the region of interest and control-
ling the scanning pattern during the imaging process. Then, the transmit-
ted signals and the nonlinear signals generated are collected via a second
identical objective, LD EC Epiplan-Neofluar 100x/0.75 DIC M27 objective
(Zeiss, Germany). The long working distance provided by these objectives
is convenient, as it facilitates the initial operations of orientation on tissue
samples, which typically have dimensions of the order of the centimeters.

Signal detection

The signals collected by the collection objective continue their path to-
wards the detection systems: a dichroic mirror (cut frequency at 750 nm,
Semrock, USA) divides the signals by reflecting photons with wavelengths
shorter than 750 nm and trasmitting those with higher wavelengths. The
reflected photons are directed to a photomultiplier tube (PMT) (R3896,
Hamamatsu, Japan) assigned to the detection of TPEF and SHG signals,
selected using appropriate sets of filters. The use of spectral filters guar-
antees that only the correct signal arrives to the selected detector, with no
contributions from the pump and Stokes driving fields or from unwanted
nonlinear processes. Table 4.1 lists all the employed filters configurations.

The photons transmitted by the dichroic mirror, with a wavelength
greater than 750 nm, are sent to a Wollaston prism, which spatially sep-
arates the components with orthogonal polarizations, thus it separates the
Stokes reference from the Stokes carrying the SRG signal and sends them to
two active areas of a balanced photodiode (PDB210A/M, ThorLabs, USA),
as shown in Fig. 4.5. Then, a high-speed lock-in amplifier (HF2LI, Zurich
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Figure 4.4: Picture of the microscopy unit of the VIBRA multimodal microscope.
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Pump/Stokes removal Signal selection

TPEF

NF 785/33 nm
(ThorLabs: NF785-33)
SPF 700 nm
(ThorLabs: FESH0700)
SPF 750 nm
(ThorLabs: FESH0750)

SPF 600 nm
(ThorLabs: FESH0600)

SHG SPF 750 nm
(Semrock: FF01-750/SP-25)

BPF 390/18
(Semrock: FF01-390/18-25)

Table 4.1: Schematic of the different filters configurations; NF, Notch filter; SPF, Short
Pass Filter; BPF, Band Pass Filter.

Instruments, Swiss) is employed to extract the SRG signal in a modulation-
transfer scheme. This complets the IBD system [35]. The Stokes refer-
ence is used to create a transmission image of the sample (bright-field mi-
croscopy modality), and accounts for the different transmission intensities
due to the morphology difference of the sample.

The output of the PMT and the transmission signal from the photodi-
ode enter as input channels in the Data Acquisition system (DAQ), which
transmits them as digital data to the PC.

Figure 4.5: IBD detection scheme: interaction of the pulses with the sample and their
detection by balanced photodiode.

Microscope software

The microscope is controlled via a dedicated computer software, built using
MATLAB App Designer®. It allows the user to set all the desired param-
eters and controls the electronic equipments involved in the measurement.
The main window user-interface of the software is presented in Fig. 4.7.
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Figure 4.6: Picture of the SRS detection line.

Figure 4.7: Vibra microscope acquisition software main interface.
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On the bottom part, three matrix images show the pixel intensity in
real time during acquisition: the transmission image forms on the left via
the photodiode detection of Stokes reference, the PMT signal (CARS/TPE-
F/SHG) is displayed in the centre and finally the SRS signal is shown on
the right.
The user-controllable functions are organized in windows, each containing
different panels. The relevant software windows in this experimental work
are the following:

• General Controls: the Mad City Vertical Axis panel allows one to
move the sample holder in the optical axis, controlling the vertical
translational unit, when the focus needs to be adjusted on the sam-
ple. The panel Stokes allows one to select the appropriate Raman shift
[cm−1] to stimulate the vibrational mode of the analyte of interest
(Fig. 4.8a).

• Standa: contains all the parameters to regulate the movement of the
horizontal translation unit before and during the acquisition. The
panel Setting standa position allows the user to freely move the sample
in the X and Y direction before the start of the measurement; Setting
scanned area is used to specify the X and Y dimension of the image
(in µm), the resolution in pixel, the pixel dwell time (PDT [s]), the
number of points sampled per pixel (n) and the correction to the cir-
cular shift of the acquired rows (circshift, in number of pixels). The
circshift function is very useful because it allows one to correct the
artifacts due to the serpentine scanning pattern and realign correctly
the data acquired on scanned lines in different directions. The START
button initiates a single acquisition, which can be saved in a PC folder
of choice with the SAVE_std button. The data are saved in the .txt for-
mat. When the portion of the sample is too extended (in the order of
mm) to be imaged in a single acquisition, multiple consecutive acqui-
sitions, called tiles, must be taken. The Autotiling function manages
the tiling operation. The total dimensions (in µm) of the final image
and all the other parameters are user-controllable. The saving folder
is set as soon as the Autotiling START button is pressed (Fig. 4.8b).

• Keep-In-Focus: this function allows to automatically increase or de-
crease the position of the sample on vertical axis (in µm) every time
n columns are scanned and/or an entire row of tiles has been imaged.
In fact, while in a single acquisition it is safe to assume that the focus
stays constant, it is highly probable that, when scanning over lengths
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of millimeters, the focus on the sample has to be adjusted, because of
irregularities in the biological specimen and for the not perfect flatness
of the sample (Fig. 4.8c).

Figure 4.8: Vibra microscope acquisition software windows: a) General Controls panel;
b) Standa panel; c) Keep-In-Focus panel.

4.1.3 Image acquisition settings

For each mouse used in this study, we analyzed a complete vertebra. Of
each vertebra, six images were produced: bright-field, TPEF, SHG with
polarization parallel to the craniocaudal axis of the spine, SHG with polar-
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ization perpendicular to the craniocaudal axis of the spine, SRS at Raman
shift 2850 cm−1 and SRS at Raman shift 2920 cm−1. The laser power was
kept constant at 20 mW for the pump beam and 1.2 mW for the Stokes
beam. Images were acquired with a pixel dimension of 1 µm and a pixel
dwell time of 5 ms.

4.1.4 Image analysis

Analysis of collagen production

One of the objectives of this work was to verify if there were appreciable
differences in the amount of collagen expressed in the two murin models.
To this aim, we compared the average raw SHG pixel intensity displayed
by our set of WT and KO individual murine models, computed via ImageJ.
For this calculation we considered the entire available area of cortex ad
trabeculae.

Analysis of collagen fibrils orientation â Sobel algorithm

For the analysis of collagen fibrils directionality, we applied a Sobel filter-
ing ( [162]) algorithm implemented in Python on SHG images of WT and
KO models. The Sobel-Feldman operator (or simply, the Sobel operator) is
a discrete differentiation operator that calculates the approximate gradient
of an image and it has been famously employed in image processing, for
example as an edge-detector filter to highlight the high spatial frequency
regions of an image [141] and in machine vision [175].

In the theory of gradient approximation, it is assumed that there ex-
ists an underlying continuous differentiable intensity function, such that
the discrete points of the digital image are actually the sampling points of
the source image. The classical Sobel operator employs (3,3) dimensional
matrices to keep a low computational effort while maintaining a sufficient
level of accuracy. From a practical point of view, the Sobel operator con-
sists of two (3,3) kernels, which are cross-correlated with the input image.
These cross-correlation kernels can be simplified as the products of an av-
eraging and a differentiation kernel; because of this, the Sobel operator has
a smoothing effect that makes the operation less sensitive to noise [144].
The result brings two approximate derivative images, one for the horizontal
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direction, Gx, and the other for the vertical one, Gy, defined as:

Gx =

+1 0 −1

+2 0 −2

+1 0 −1

 ∗ A, (4.1)

Gy =

+1 +2 +1

0 0 0

−1 −2 −1

 ∗ A. (4.2)

The two gradient approximations can then be combined to give the absolute

magnitude of the gradient at each pixel: |G| =
√

G2
x + G2

y.
More interestingly, it is possible to calculate the orientation of the gradient
pixel-wise as

θ = arctan
Gy

Gx

(4.3)

with θ expressed in radiants. Considering for example two consecutive pix-
els on the same row, the first being black and the second white, the output
will be 0, as this is the direction of maximum contrast, from left to right,
in the image featuring a vertical edge. The other angles are calculated anti-
clockwise from −π/2 to π/2. In Fig. 4.9, an example of application on a
simple (6,6) intensity matrix is reported. The result is a 4x4 theta map.

For its properties, the Sobel operator can be applied to swiftly esti-
mate the orientation of the microscopic features contained in a digital mi-
croscopy image. Running the algorithm on a (N,N) input image, the result
is saved in a (N-2,N-2) matrix, called theta map, where the two lost rows
and columns amount to the cross-correlation operation. The theta map can
be opened like a standard image, using a cyclic colormap (e.g. twilight,
from the common visualization library matplotlib, in Python) to have a
qualitative depiction of the features orientation in the source image.

Analysis of lipids and proteins distribution

Images captured in SRS modality were used to assess whether a lack of
DPP3 could induce changes in the distribution of protein and lipid content.
To do so, the ratio between the average signal intensity in the bone tissue
and in the bone marrow has been calculated and the results obtained in the
WT models have been compared to the one obtained in the KO samples.
This operation was performed on the images obtained at both Raman shifts
explored, 2850 cm−1 and 2920 cm−1.
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Figure 4.9: Sobel operator applied to a fictional (6,6) image. The cross-correlation ker-
nels are shown on the top and left side, respectively, of the input image. The tangent
inverse operation is performed, resulting in a (4, 4) angular representation of the gra-
dient orientation.
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Statistics

Statistical analysis was performed using MannâWhitney test (GraphPad
Prism 5.0; GraphPad Software, Inc). Statistical significance was considered
where p < 0.1 (90% CI). All data are presented as mean ± SEM (standard
error of the mean).

4.2 Results and Discussion

4.2.1 Multimodal nonlinear imaging

Thanks to the VIBRA microscope we performed multimodal, non-invasive,
label-free imaging, obtaining a spatially extended (field of view (FOV) on
the scale of millimeters) characterization of the major biochemical compo-
nents that constitute the murine spine sample, with the aim of assessing the
phenotypic differences between the WT model and the KO model.

From bright-field images, produced by detecting the linearly transmit-
ted Stokes beam, it is possible to derive morphological information on the
samples under observation. In Fig. 4.10 bright-field images of a WT sam-
ple (panel a) and a KO sample (panel b) are presented.

In these images (Fig. 4.10) four different biological tissues can be dis-
tinguished. The prevalent one is the bone marrow: it appears in the middle
section of the FOV, inside vertebrae, as light gray and grainy, being com-
posed of white and red blood cells [116]. In the darker gray areas, there
are two types of bone tissue: the trabeculae, which are interconnected thin
rod-shaped structures of spongy and porous bones that fill the bone mar-
row [115], and the cortex (or cortical bone), which is an elongated bone
tissue that runs vertically through the entire sample from top to bottom, en-
casing and protecting the marrow. In addition, the cortex is the skeleton’s
most thick outer layer, which bears the most of the mechanical stress [147].
Then, immediately outside the cortex, the skeletal muscle tissue is visible.
It appears almost transparent. Last, the white spots in the bone marrow
are empty and the result of the not perfect processing of the murine spine
sample. A clear indication of the various zones of the fabric is given in
Fig. 4.10. The KO models do not exhibit any distinguishing characteristics
when compared to the control group at this initial level of analysis, which
is performed using a linear transmission signal.

The signal in the TPEF modality is generated by stimulation of in-
trinsic intracellular fluorophores, such as NADH and FAD. Their existence
indicates the presence of oxidative and glycolytic metabolic processes at
the cellular level [193]. Two images (WT in panel a and KO in panel b)
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Figure 4.10: Bright-field images of a WT murine model sample and a KO murine model
sample. At the bottom, the edges of the different areas of the fabric are highlighted
with different colors: trabeculae in green, cortex in red, bone marrow in yellow and
skeletal muscle tissue in blue. Scale bar: 200 µm.
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captured in TPEF modality are shown in Fig. 4.11. Looking at these im-
ages, one can not appreciate significant differences between the two murine
models, since the two signals are comparable. Each picture shows a distinct
difference in fluorescence activity between the bone tissue and the marrow,
which is filled by red blood cells. TPEF signals from intracellular endoge-
nous fluorophores in the bone marrow area are stronger because the cell
density (the number of cells per unit volume of tissue) in bone marrow is
higher than in bone tissue. Both images (panel a and b of Fig. 4.11) clearly
show that the bone marrow, which contains blood cells, is far more fluores-
cently active than the bone tissue. In fact, bone marrow has a higher cell
density than bone tissue, which explains the stronger TPEF signal from in-
tracellular endogenous fluorophores seen in the marrow area compared to
the rest of the bone tissue sample. Similarly, the brightest spots inside the
bone marrow suggest an increased cell density. Magnified details of a TPEF
image is shown in Fig. 4.12, revealing vivid TPEF lines along the cortical
and trabecular bone boundaries. Because of the increase in metabolic ac-
tivity along bone margins during the process of bone remodeling, which
occurs continually in the context of bone homeostasis, this unusual signal
is produced [67].

The non-centrosymmetric structure of collagen fibrils, as well as their
remarkable second-order nonlinear susceptibility, are responsible for the
generation of the SHG signal. In the SHG modality, two acquisitions were
performed on each mouse spine sample. In the first one, the polarization
of the pump beam was parallel to the spine’s craniocaudal axis. In the sec-
ond acquisition, SHG measurements were carried out using a pump beam
that was perpendicularly polarized with respect to the craniocaudal axis
of the spine. In each acquisition, the pump polarization was maintained
fixed while the sample was rotated by 90◦ in order to retain all experi-
mental conditions except the pump polarization with respect to the sample
orientation. In Fig. 4.13 images obtained with parallel and perpendicular
pump polarization for WT and KO samples are reported. Knowing that
SHG signals are strongly correlated with non-centrosymmetric matter con-
centrations and looking at these images, we can deduce, as expected, that
collagen fibers are mainly present in cortex and trabeculae. In addition,
unlike the two previous microscopy modalities, in this case it is possible to
notice qualitative differences between the two murine models: in fact, the
KO model image appears to be brighter than the WT, suggesting a different
production of collagen between the two models. So, in order to determine
the quantity of collagen produced in the two model and the spatial orienta-
tion of collagen fibrils, a quantitative statistical analysis was performed on
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Figure 4.11: TPEF images a WT murine model sample and a KO murine model sample.
Scale bar: 200 µm.

the raw datasets obtained from the SHG channel acquisitions. The results
of these analysis are presented in Subsection 4.2.2 and Subsection 4.2.3.

In SRS imaging modality, an approach based on the CH-stretching
modes is employed. Lipids and proteins possess strong Raman vibrational
response at 2850 cm−1 and 2920 cm−1, resonant to CH2 and CH3 stretch-
ing modes, respectively. The images based on the intensity of these bands
provide a pseudo-map of protein and lipid concentration [76]. The images
acquired in SRS modality are presented in Fig. 4.14. In this case, the dif-
ference in lipid concentration presented by the two samples is immediately
evident. In fact, while the healthy (WT) sample has a uniform distribu-
tion over all areas of the vertebra, the KO sample instead shows a higher
concentration in cortical and trabecular areas than bone marrow. Based on
this observation, a further statistical analysis has been made to confirm and
quantify this behavior. The results of this analysis are shown in Subsection
4.2.4. Each imaging modality provides complementary information about
the sample, and it can be appreciated both singularly and merging multiple
images in a sole image, to obtain a richer and more thorough understanding
about the overall tissue composition, as shown in Fig. 4.15.
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Figure 4.12: detail of tissue acquired in TPEF modality: the yellow arrows highlight the
increase in signal due to the metabolic activity along bone margins during the process
of bone remodeling. Scale bar: 200 µm.

4.2.2 Collagen production

Menale and colleagues [116] showed that the Dpp3 gene was correlated
to bone loss diseases. The gene regulates the formation of hydroxyapatite
(HA) crystals, which are tiny calcium-based plate-shaped crystals that are
found in the gap areas between collagen fibers [184]. A crucial role in min-
eral ion homeostasis is played by HA [14], which is involved in bone regen-
eration via conduction or by providing a framework for bone repair [82].
Maximum load that the bone can withstand before breaking is the defini-
tion of bone strength. Bone mass, size, geometry, and microarchitecture all
have a role in mechanical resistance. The degree of mineralization and the
organic matrix characteristics (i.e., the orientation and chemical structure of
the collagen fibrils) play a critical influence in tissue strength and mechan-
ical qualities when examining the bone tissue [10]. Collagen, in particular,
is crucial for bone flexibility, enabling it to be deformed reversibly; type-
I collagen, the most abundant kind in bone tissue, matures through enzy-
matic cross-linking processes and non-enzymatic modifications [156]. Col-
lagen fibrils form an ordered network throughout these maturation stages,
in which mineral crystals are arranged in a specific pattern. Thus, variations
in the quantity, size, and perfection of HA crystals caused by widespread
Dpp3 gene inactivation may account for changes in the orientation and con-
centration of collagen fibrils in bone tissue [47, 153].

For each image, a background subtraction is performed, where the ROI
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Figure 4.13: SHG images of a WT murine vertebra and of a KO murine vertebra, in
two different polarization configuration. In parallel-polarization configuration, the
polarization orientation matches the preferential orientation of the collagen fibrils
(craniocaudal axis) and the SHG signal is generated more efficiently with respect to
perpendicular-polarization configuration. Scale bar: 200 µm.
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Figure 4.14: SRS images of a WT murine vertebra and of a KO murine vertebra at two
different Raman shift: 2850 cm−1 for lipids and 2920 cm−1 for proteins. Scale bar:
200 µm.
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Figure 4.15: Multicolor image of a KO murine spine sample: TPEF signal (green), SHG
channel (blue), SRS signal at 2850 cm−1 Raman shift (magenta), SRS signal at 2920
cm−1 Raman shift (red), merged.
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for the mean background estimation is selected from a dark area of the im-
age. The ROI is manually drawn on the figure, using the tools of ImageJ,
to separate the bone tissue from the skeletal muscle tissue, which shows
weak contributions of signal. Thus, the image is cropped and saved. Next,
the pixels of the foreground displaying the osseous features are thresholded
and selected and their intensities are collected for the subsequent analysis.
Since different PMT sensitivities were employed in the SHG image acqui-
sitions, the pixel values had to be scaled accordingly to make them compa-
rable. Thus, the mean value of all the selected pixels is calculated, which is
representative of the average SHG signal intensity of the whole image, re-
lated to the collagen amount present in the irradiated sample. Such data are
employed for the statistical analysis: a set of three average values of SHG
intensity from the WT sample group and three average values from the KO
sample group, both in vertical and horizontal polarization. The results are
presented in Fig. 4.16. The amount of collagen expressed in the KO model
is greater than in the WT model, for both polarization orientations, with a
relative increase of +183% in the case of polarization parallel to the cranio-
caudal axis of the murine spine (Pol. //), and an increment of +127% in the
case of perpendicular polarization (Pol. ⊥). Moreover, the signal intensity
in parallel polarization is greater than in perpendicular polarization, as ex-
pected, both in WT and KO models: for the WT model, the signal intensity
obtained by perpendicular polarization is 56% greater than that obtained by
perpendicular polarization, while for the KO model it is 95%.

Figure 4.16: Comparison between the amount of SHG signal detected in WT models and
KO models, sorted by experimental pump beam polarization. The p values of the tests
are reported; mean values ± SEM.

The same analysis was conducted individually on cortical and trabecu-
lar regions, using two non-overlapping ROIs to isolate the two areas in each
sample. The results are shown in Fig. 4.17. Again, it is evident that the sig-
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nal intensity is always greater in the KO model. Looking at each case, for
the parallel-polarized pump, the KO model’s cortex shows a 202% increase
in signal compared to the WO model, while the trabecular area show a
162% increase. For perpendicular-polarized pump, the KO model’s cortex
shows a 112% increase in signal compared to the WO model, while the
trabecular area show a 140% increase. The largest relative increase was
achieved in cortical regions with parallel-polarization configuration. This
result suggests that fibrillar collagen is differently oriented amongst differ-
ent regions of the sample; in particular, it implies that the cortical collagen
fibrils directionality is more pronounced in the vertical direction. This find-
ing integrates perfectly into the researches, widely documented in litera-
ture [163,164,185], reporting that the mechanical strength of bone depends
primarily on the mechanical strength of the cortex, which in turn is closely
related to the organization and orientation of collagen fibrils.

This result intrinsically foreshadows the subject of the statistical anal-
ysis done in Subsection 4.2.3, namely the investigation of the directionality
of collagen fibrils. Indeed, all other factors being equal, the increased SHG
signal in parallel polarization imaging is entirely due to the more efficient
alignment of the collagen fibrils with the direction of polarization of the
beam, indicating that the fibrils do not have a random orientation. Although
the statistical power of the test is limited and adversely affected by the small
sample size, the data reveals that the expression of collagen proteins in the
KO model may be different than in the control group, indicating that inac-
tivating the DPP3 gene may really influence collagen formation. In fact,
those results are in line with the previous study by Menale et al. [116], that
showed higher ColIa1 gene expression during in vitro osteoblast (OB) dif-
ferentiation and in primary OB (pOB) cultures from DPP3 KO as compared
to WT mice. In addition, our fellow researchers at the Humanitas obtained
consistent result demostrating higher ColIa1 gene expression in DPP3 KO
flushed bone and increased in vitro collagen production from DPP3 KO vs
WT pOBs.

4.2.3 Collagen fibrils orientation

The following investigation sought to determine if there were differences in
the directionality of collagen fibers between healthy and pathology-bearing
mouse samples. Collagen type I is a fibrillar collagen that is mostly com-
posed of rectilinear arrays of collagen fibrils [2]. Collagen is a critical
component of bone construction, imparting its pliability, strain hardening,
and toughness [59]. Unlike in other tissues, such as skin, fibrils in trabec-
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Figure 4.17: SHG signal quantification as detected in WT models and KO models, sorted
by experimental pump beam polarization and bone tissue region. The p values of the
tests are reported; mean values ± SEM.

ular and cortical bone may be orientated in either a straight or an oblique
direction, even though they retain their regular parallel arrangement. Ad-
ditionally, the collagen matrix in bone is quite dense. Thus, even in the
presence of perfect homeostasis in the bone matrix, the collagen fibers in
bone tissue are not consistently oriented in a single direction [79].

Collagen’s effects on bone strength and hardness have been extensively
studied in a variety of research [20,92,132,183]. In this section, the conse-
quences of DPP3 gene inactivation in KO animals were examined in terms
of changes in the orientation of fibrillar collagen, which impairs the me-
chanical characteristics of bone tissue and may be a contributing factor to
the resurgence of osteoporosis-like diseases. Similarly to the analysis de-
scribed in Subsection 4.2.2, bone tissue in SHG images was divided into
two areas, cortical and trabecular, and each region was analyzed indepen-
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dently using a customized algorithm that employs the Sobel operator. Also
this time, the findings are expressed in terms of the pump field’s polariza-
tion direction and presented in Fig. 4.18. For each cortex and trabecular ar-

Figure 4.18: Directionality analysis of collagen fibrils. On the x axis, the possible angles
of orientation of the fibrils are displayed. On the y-axis, the average fraction of fibrils
oriented at the corresponding angle (x-axis) is reported. The mean plot is displayed in
solid line, the confidence interval at 90% is shown as a shaded light area. In green are
reported data obtained in cortical regions, in blue data obtained in trabecular regions.

eas, the Sobel algorithm generates a matrix of angles, defined as in Subsec-
tion 4.1.4, representing all the orientations of the collagen fibrils contained
in the ROIs. Such data are grouped in bins in a one-dimensional array of 75
elements, which represent the fraction of pixels displaying collagen fibrils
oriented around a certain angle, spanning from 0◦ to 180◦. Therefore, each
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of the 75 bins represents the normalized pixels count in a range of 2.4◦. For
example, a portion of collagen fibrils oriented along the craniocaudal axis
of the murine spine yields values in general nearby 90◦. The confidence
interval, displayed as a shaded area, is estimated with a confidence level of
90%.

The most of collagen fibrils are orientated at roughly 90%, regardless
of where they are collected, confirming the findings of the preceding sec-
tion. Trabeculae and cortex both contribute to bone’s mechanical strength
by supplying toughness and elasticity, primarily in the direction of load-
bearing articulation, which is 90◦, for as we have defined the reference sys-
tem. The orientation is more pronounced when using the parallel-polarized
pump field: collagen fibrils exhibit a preferential 90◦ organization along
the craniocaudal axis of the spine, but the perpendicular-polarized pump
beam enhances the signal emitted by transversely oriented collagen fibrils.
This translates into weaker peaks at 90◦ and a more dispersed outline for
data collected with perpendicular-polarized pump beam, as displayed in
Fig. 4.18, panel c and d, with respect to data plotted in panel a and b. An-
other interesting observation is that the fibril orientation curves in cortex
and trabeculae show significant differences in WT samples, while they are
practically overlapping in KO samples. This result suggests that, in the WT
model, the cortical region displays a higher grade of orientation of its colla-
gen fibrils, making it distinguishable from the trabecular region (Fig. 4.18,
panel a and c). Conversely, these results are not found in the KO model
(Fig. 4.18, panel b and d).

To analyze more rigorously the graphs presented in Fig. 4.18, we de-
cided to fit them with a function f that was the sum of a baseline (B) and a
Gaussian, defined as:

f = B + Ae
−(

θ−θ0√
2σ

)2
, (4.4)

whereB represents the baseline, that is the portion of collagen fibrils evenly
distributed in all orientations, A is the peak-baseline amplitude of the gaus-
sian bump, θ0 is the central orientation of the curve and

√
2σ measures the

width of the curve, as it is the inflection points of the gaussian fit. As an ex-
ample, Fig. 4.19 shows the fit obtained with the data acquired from cortical
areas of WT samples, with pump beam parallel-polarized to the craniocau-
dal axis.

Not all parameters present in function f are free parameters. In fact,
once the values of A, θ0 and σ that properly describe the Gaussian bump
have been found, the value of the baseline can be obtained directly: the sum
of the area underlying the Gaussian curve and the area of the rectangle of
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Figure 4.19: Example of the f function fit with data obtained from the cortical regions of
WT samples illuminated with parallel-polarized pump beam.

Pol. //

WT KO
Cortex Trabeculae Cortex Trabeculae

A [%] 0.6 0.3 0.46 0.39
θ0 [◦] 85 89 91 91
σ [◦] 25.45 27.58 28.99 28.28
R2 0.9926 0.9921 0.9963 0.9978
B [%] 0.33 0.44 0.37 0.4
AG/AB 0.65 0.26 0.50 0.38

Table 4.2: Optimal parameter values that maximize the R2 of the fit for data collected with
pump beam parallel-polarized to the craniocaudal axis of the spine.

height corresponding to the baseline must be equal to 1, since the integral
of the function f between 0 and 180 degrees must be equal to 1. The re-
sults obtained, i.e. the values of free parameters A, θ0 and σ that maximize
the R2 value of the fit, are reported in Table 4.2 for images acquired with
parallel-polarized pump field, and in Table 4.3 for images acquired with
perpendicular-polarized pump field. We reported also the value of B and
the AG/AB ratio, with AG area underlying the Gaussian curve and AB area
underlying the baseline, as it is an indicator of the degree of orientation of
the collagen fibrils.

Considering the values presented in tables 4.2 and 4.3, the baseline
value B is averagely higher in case of perpendicular polarization of the
pump beam than in parallel polarization. Indeed, by calculating the aver-
age of the baseline values obtained, 0.475 and 0.385, respectively for per-
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Pol. ⊥

WT KO
Cortex Trabeculae Cortex Trabeculae

A [%] 0.214 0.077 0.24 0.186
θ0 [◦] 79 73 85 83
σ [◦] 34.65 35.35 31.11 33.23
R2 0.9857 0.9537 0.9914 0.9921
B [%] 0.46 0.52 0.45 0.47
AG/AB 0.22 0.07 0.23 0.18

Table 4.3: Optimal parameter values that maximize the R2 of the fit for data collected with
pump beam perpendicular-polarized to the craniocaudal axis of the spine.

pendicular and parallel polarization, we found an increase of the baseline
of ≈23%. Moreover, the parameter σ is also on average higher in the case
of perpendicular polarization of the pump. Acting in the same way as for
parameter B, we obtained average values of 33.59 for perpendicular polar-
ization and 27.58 for parallel polarization, which means an increase of the
σ average value of ≈22%. An increase in baseline value means an increase
in the percentage of randomly oriented collagen fibrils in all directions, so
a high baseline value is related to a low degree of fibrils organization. Sim-
ilarly, since the parameter σ is indicative of the width of the Gaussian bell,
a high value of σ is also related to a low degree of ordering of fibrils. On
the contrary, a low value indicates the existence of a preferential direction
of orientation of fibrils.
Finally, the values of the ratios AG/AB appear higher in the case of the
parallel-polarized pump, consistent with the fact that that is the preferred
direction of orientation of collagen fibrils. Furthermore, going to calculate
the ratio cortex/trabeculae of these values for each sample type and pump
polarization, we obtained 2.50 and 3.10 for WT samples, for Pol. // and
Pol. ⊥ respectively, while 1.31 and 1.27 for KO sample, again for Pol. //
and Pol. ⊥ respectively. This result represents a quantification of the higher
degree of orientation shown in cortical areas of WT samples compared to
trabecular areas, making the two regions effectively distinguishable. This
difference is much less marked in the KO samples and, in fact, the curves of
the orientations of the collagen fibrils in the cortical and trabecular regions
are about overlapping.

In conclusion, in WT sample, the cortical and the trabecular regions
present some differences in terms of orientation of their collagen fibrils,
due to the diverse specialization of the two bone tissues: in fact, the corti-
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cal region is the main responsible for the vertebrae mechanical strength and
load bearing. Due to genetic modification, KO models do not feature highly
oriented cortical collagen fibrils along the craniocaudal direction, thus their
mechanical strength is lower than WT models. Such results are in line with
the condition of bone loss induced in KO models.

4.2.4 Lipids and proteins distribution

SRS microscopy images at 2850 cm−1 and 2920 cm−1 reveal the lipid and
protein distributions in the WT and KO mouse model. To assess the dif-
ferent distribution and possible accumulations of protein and lipids in bone
tissue (cortex and trabeculae) compared to bone marrow, the average signal
intensity in the two areas has been calculated pixelwise along with their
statistical variances. Then, the ratio of the two average signal intensities
has been calculated and the total variance is estimated. The same opera-
tions were repeated both for the three KO model samples and for the three
WT model samples. The results reported in Fig. 4.20 have been obtained
from only 2 samples out of 3, since one sample in both groups showed
completely unreliable results. From these graphs it is deduced that in the
WT model the distribution of proteins and lipids between mineralized ar-
eas and bone marrow is perfectly comparable. On the contrary, in the KO
model the lipid signal is much greater in the mineralized regions than in the
bone marrow, while the protein content appears homogeneously distributed
in the vertebra. This particular observation may stem from a metabolic al-
teration and prompted our biologist colleagues at Humanitas to look into
the matter further. Their test on the expression pattern of genes related to
lipid metabolism in washed bone of mice DPP3 KO confirmed this hypoth-
esis. From these graphs it is deduced that in the WT model the distribution
of proteins and lipids between mineralized areas and bone marrow is per-
fectly comparable. On the contrary, in the KO model the lipid signal is
much greater in the mineralized regions than in the bone marrow, while the
protein content appears homogeneously distributed in the vertebra. This
particular observation may stem from a metabolic alteration and prompted
our biologist colleagues at Humanitas to look into the matter further. Their
test on the expression pattern of genes related to lipid metabolism in washed
bone of mice DPP3 KO confirmed this hypothesis.

4.3 Conclusions

Thanks to our technology, it was possible to recreate morphological and
biochemical maps of mouse spine tissues spanning millimeter-wide FOVs
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Figure 4.20: Comparison of the ratio between the average signal intensity in the bone
tissue and in the bone marrow for proteins and lipids in WT and KO models. Mean
values ± SEM.

with multimodal imaging acquisitions. The results obtained in SHG modal-
ity provided evidence for the existence of a relationship between the sup-
pression of the DPP3 gene in mice and the expression and organization of
fibrillar collagen in lumbar spine sample. Furthermore, this method yields
an innovative, fast and effective means to distinguish pathology-bearing
mice from healthy ones exploiting the properties of SHG imaging and sim-
ple image processing methods coupled with statistical tools. In SRS modal-
ity, a difference in the distribution of lipid content between the two sam-
ple groups, WT and KO, was evidenced and it was related to a metabolic
change, subsequently confirmed by standard biological techniques.

In conclusion, VIBRA microsope led us to highlight differences be-
tween the two set of samples not previously appreciated by standard anal-
ysis, thus demonstrating the potential of multimodal NLO microscopy for
the characterization of bone specimens. Moreover, this technique could be
translated to the clinics and be a useful new diagnostic tool for detecting
bone diseases that cause alteration in the expression and organization of
collagen fibrils in human bone tissues.
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CHAPTER5
Adaptive Optics

This chapter presents the work done in collaboration with the Neurophoton-
ics group of Universitá degli Studi di Modena e Reggio Emilia. Through
this collaboration, I was able to uncover the huge potential of adaptive op-
tics applied to nonlinear imaging methods and I had the chance to broaden
my knowledge of biological samples.

Introduction

As already highlighted in this thesis, optical microscopes are fundamen-
tal instruments in a wide range of scientific domains. High-quality optical
systems are required to achieve optimal resolution, but even with flawless
optical components, the performance of the microscope is influenced by
variations in the optical characteristics of the specimen under observation.
As depicted in Fig. 5.1, when light travels through a specimen with spatial
changes in refractive index, aberrations are introduced. Optical aberration
are deviations from the ideal wavefront which, spreading light out over
some region of space rather than focusing to a point, lead to reduced reso-
lution or power efficiency of the optical system [85]. As a result, resolution
and contrast of microscope images are significantly reduced. In order to
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get over this limitation and to correct specimen-induced aberration, adap-
tive optics (AO) was introduced, which have been shown to successfully
correct optical aberrations induced by both sample and optical system [12].
In particular, the improvements brought by the use of this technology have
been crucial for deep brain microscopy applications [137].

Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of focusing by a high-NA objective lens. In an
ideal case flat wavefront in the pupil is converted into convergent spherical wavefront
leading to a perfect diffraction limited focus. In a real case focusing through a complex
specimen with refractive index variations introduces aberrations, so the flat wavefront
in the pupil is distorted and it is converted in an aberrated focus. With adaptive optics
it is possible to introduce a conjugate phase in the objective pupil and correct the
specimen-induced aberrations, recovering a diffraction limited focus.

Adaptive optics systems can be classified into two cathegories: wave-
front sensor based systems [24] and sensorless systems [11]. In the first
case, the wavefront sensor provides the great advantage of quickly measur-
ing the aberration to be corrected. Unfortunately this advantage is accom-
panied by many drawbacks, including technological complexity, the lack of
brilliant point-like sources within bio-samples, and the correction’s valid-
ity over a small field of view. These drawbacks lead to sensorless adaptive
optics being often selected in situations where the simplicity of installation
and greater fields of view take precedence over the speed with which the
correction is made.

In sensorless systems, aberration correction is based on optimization of
an image quality metric (such as intensity), so that it is maximum or min-
imum when the aberration is completely compensated. The aberration Φ
can be described as a linear combination of N elements of an orthogonal
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base:

Φ =
N∑
i=1

aiϕi, (5.1)

so that the aberration Φ is entirely defined by the vector of coefficients
a = {a1, ..., an} [168]. The choice of the base B = {ϕ1, ..., ϕN} to
use depends on the application: the Zernike polynomials [180] or the in-
fluence functions of the actuators of a deformable mirrors are frequently
used. In order to determine the set of coefficients for a maximizing the
metric, a number of optimization techniques may be used, including hill-
climbing algorithms [18], model-based approaches [139], nonlinear opti-
mizations [140], and neural networks [150]. Even if the optimization can
be performed with any base, the selection of the aberration base B turns out
to be a critical factor to achieve a good result. As demonstrated by previous
research [13, 139], the use of gradient orthogonal bases, such as Lukosz
Polynomials, guarantees various positive effects. In particular, these bases
ensure that during the optimization process the geometric centre of the point
spread function (PSF) of the system remains spatially unchanged, and con-
sequently that the optimized image field of view is not displaced with re-
spect to the field of view initially chosen.

Among the many definitions that could be given to the geometric center
of the PSF, we have chosen to use the PSF intensity distribution PSF (x, y, z)
and the center of mass (COM) at a given axial depth z, defined as:

COMx(z) =
∑
x,y

(x ∗ PSF (x, y, z)) /
∑
x,y

(PSF (x, y, z)) (5.2)

COMy(z) =
∑
x,y

(y ∗ PSF (x, y, z)) /
∑
x,y

(PSF (x, y, z)) . (5.3)

Then, we define the axial position of the center Cz of the PSF as the coor-
dinate for which the second moment SM(z) of PSF (x, y, z) is minimum:

Cz = minzSM(PSF, z) (5.4)

with

SM(PSF, z) =

∑
x,y

(
PSF (x, y, z) ∗

[
(x− COMx(z))

2 + (y − COMy(z))
2])∑

x,y (PSF (x, y, z))
.

(5.5)
Finally, the lateral coordinates of the PSF center as the center of mass

in the Cz axial plane can be defined as:
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Cx = COMx(Cz), Cy = COMy(Cz). (5.6)

Corrections based on a gradient orthogonal base may be analytically
demonstrated to be shift-less for imaging systems that use linear imaging
techniques [190], where the PSF is actually represented by the intensity
distribution at the system’s focus plane. Fig. 5.2 reports simulation of point
spread function in both lateral and axial planes, for Zernike and Lukosz
polynomials describing coma-like and spherical-like aberrations for linear
and quadratic imaging methods. This simulation clearly show that the in-
variance of the PSF center is not verified for two-photon microscopy, or
any other approach with a nonlinear dependence between the PSF and the
intensity of the excitation light, such as SHG/THG microscopy, CRS mi-
croscopy or three-photon fluorescence microscopy [100, 127].

Figure 5.2: Simulation of point spread function in both lateral and axial planes, for
Zernike and Lukosz polynomials describing coma-like and spherical-like aberrations.
Aberrations are simulated for a) linear imaging methods and b) quadratic imaging
methods (e.g. two-photon microscopy, second harmonic generation imaging). It should
be noticed how, for linear PSFs, Lukosz polynomial aberrations produce no shift in the
centre of the PSF as defined in equations 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, due to the gradient orthog-
onal nature of the base. This does not hold true for nonlinear imaging, as reported in
panel b. Reprinted with permission from [168] ®Optica Publishing Group.

Even though modest changes in the field of vision are often deemed
insignificant, using a not gradient orthogonal aberration base may cause
considerable issues during optimization. In fact, a significant amount of
aberrations may be introduced when signal optimization is performed on a
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focal plane with weak fluorescent features with brighter objects contained
in the planes immediately above or below. This situation can lead to a shift
of the image′s field of view towards the brighter features rather than cor-
recting the aberration on the plane of interest. In addition, a space-varying
correction performed on little subregions of the field of view may consid-
erably enhance imaging result on large fields of view, as demonstrated by
several recent studies [3, 101, 130, 138, 145]. Indeed, to prevent substantial
artifacts when combining the subregion images into a single output image,
a shift-less correction base is crucial for these applications.

Here we present a calibration method for the determination of a shift-
less correction base for adaptive optics in nonlinear microscopy setups.
Although the calibration was carried out using a bespoke setup for two-
photon adaptive optics imaging, any multiphoton microscope can be easily
adapted, adding an adaptive optical element for aberration correction. To
demonstrate the shift-less nature of calibrated base, imaging experiments
were carried out on a synthetic sample of fluorescent microspheres, and on
the barrel cortex of an anesthetized mouse.

5.1 Materials and Methods

5.1.1 Sample preparation

Two different samples were employed in this study. The first is a thick
synthetic sample consisting of fluorescent microspheres of ≈ 200 nm in di-
ameter, embedded in a 10%w/v agarose gel. The second is an anesthetized
female six months old C57BL/6 mouse. An optically clear permanent cra-
nial window was surgically opened on the mouse head. In addition, dur-
ing surgery, 2 µL of a 10 µM solution of sRhoVR1-GP1 [93], a synthetic
fluorophores, in ACSF was injected in the mouse brain. For additional in-
formation you can refer to [168]. All animal procedures were performed
according to the guidelines established by the Italian Council on Animal
Care, and were approved by Italian Government Decree No. 947/2017-
PR. Every effort was made to minimise the number of mice used, and their
suffering.

5.1.2 Experimental setup

The custom-built nonlinear optical microscope used in this experiment is
powered by a titanium-sapphire laser (Chameleon Ultra II, Coherent), a
tunable ultrashort pulsed laser source, working in the range 680-1080 nm,
with a pulse duration of 140 fs and a 80 MHz of repetition rate. First,
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the laser beam is expanded to a diameter of 12 mm (1/e2 value), then it
is directed to a spatial light modulator (SLM) (Meadowlark, USA) with a
refresh rate of 31 Hz, 1152×1920 pixels and a pixel pitch of 9.2 µm. The
SLM is the adaptive optical element of the setup: it is used to modify the
phase of the impinging laser beam in order to compensate for the aberra-
tions introduced by the system and the specimen. Then, a couple of lenses
(AC-508-200-B and AC-508-150-B, Thorlabs) in 4-f configuration conju-
gates the SLM with the plane between two galvanometric mirrors (GVS-
012/M, Thorlabs, USA), which is in turn conjugated to the back aperture of
the objective (XLUMPlanFL N, 20X, 1.0 NA, Olympus, Japan) by another
pair of lenses (AC-508-180-AB and AC-508-400-AB, Thorlabs, USA), still
in 4-f configuration. A physical point blocker is placed in the focal plane
of the first lens to stop the SLM’s zeroth diffraction order. Being this mi-
croscope suitable for in vivo imaging, the TPEF signal generated in the
sample is collected in backward direction, so an epi-detection scheme is
employed. The nonlinear signal is isolated from the excitation light with a
long-pass dichroic mirror (FF665-Di02-25x36, Semrock, USA), mounted
between the SLM and the galvanometric mirrors, in a descanned optical
path. TPEF signal, filtered again with two other filtres, a short-pass filter
(FF01-680/SP-25, Semrock, USA) and a suitable bandpass filter, is finally
gathered on an EMCCD camera (Hnu 128 AO, Nuvu, Canada) via an ad-
justable magnification lens (12-72 mm, 1.2 f #, Cosina, Sony, Japan). The
experimental setup is schematically represented in Fig. 5.3.

5.1.3 Shift-less correction base determination

In order to define a shift-less correction base we decided to start from the
Zernike polynomials base Zn,m [106]. This choice can be justified by sim-
ulating the displacement of the PSF. In fact, as shown in Fig. 5.4, the only
terms that introduce shifts are coma-like polynomials and radial polynomi-
als. Considering the standard notation Zn,m, the coma-like polynomials are
those with n coefficient odd and m = ±1 and move the center of the PSF
laterally, while the radial polynomials have n coefficient even and m = 0
and shift the center of the PSF axially. This feature is crucial for our work,
since it enables us to write a shift-less base S of polynomials sn,m as:

Sn,m =


Zn,m − sn,mZ1,−1, if n is odd and m = −1

Zn,m − sn,mZ1,1, if n is odd and m = 1

Zn,m − sn,mZ2,0, if n is even and m = 0

Zn,m, otherwise.

(5.7)
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Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of the experimental setup, not to scale. SLM, spatial
light modulator; DM, dichroic mirror; GM, galvanometric mirror; OBJ, objective;
CCD, detector. Adapted with permission from [168] ®Optica Publishing Group.

Z1,1, Z1,−1 and Z2,0 are the Tip, Tilt and Defocus Zernike polynomials, re-
spectively and represent aberrations that have as their only effect to move
the PSF along the three main axes (x, y and z), with no change in its inten-
sity. Ideally, the coefficients sn,m to be used to compensate for shifts along
the main axes introduced by coma-like polynomials and astigmatism-like
polynomials can be calculated directly from simulations. Actually, the sim-
ulations fail to take into account that we are working with a real experimen-
tal setup. Indeed, the unavoidable tiny misalignments of the optics and the
actual numerical aperture of the system have a not negligible impact on the
coefficients, thereby preventing simulated bases from being shift-less in ex-
perimental situations. It is therefore necessary to empirically determine the
correct coefficients sn,m: to do so, we used a test sample, a fluorescent solid
slide (FSK3, Thorlabs), selecting a focal plane within the slide at about 200
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Figure 5.4: Simulation of displacement of the PSF center as defined in Eq. (5.4) and Eq.
(5.6). Blue lines represent axial displacement, green and orange lines represent lateral
displacement. Adapted with permission from [168] ®Optica Publishing Group.

µm depth. First, a set of TPEF images were taken at a fixed excitation fo-
cus, with linearly varying quantities of defocus aberration added to each
image, and the second moment of the intensity distribution (Eq. (5.5)) was
measured for each image. By quadratically interpolating the obtained sec-
ond moment values, we can derive the value of defocus that minimizes the
second moment of the intensity distribution. All subsequent measurements
were taken using this value as a defocus offset. Having said that, we can go
on to explain the procedure for determining the coefficients sn,m.

Let′s start by considering horizontal coma-like polynomials and their
coefficients sn,1 with odd n: introducing in the system aberrations in the
form:
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Φ = aZn,1 + bZ1,1 (5.8)

we go to measure the displacement of the center of mass of the PSF inten-
sity distribution from the initial position, as a function of linearly increasing
parameters a and b. The results obtained with this procedure are shown in
Fig. 5.5a. Each tested value of parameter a has been represented with a
different color, while the values of parameter b are used as x-axis. In or-
der to find its minimum value, each curve obtained for each value of a has
been filtered with a Savitzky-Golay filter and interpolated with a polyno-
mial. The slope of the fitted line that passes through all minima is used to
compute the value of the sn,1 coefficient. In other words, what we are doing
is finding out how much Tip aberration needs to be added to compensate
for the shift introduced by the n-th coma-like polynomial. The same proce-
dure was repeated to determine the coefficient sn,−1 with odd n of vertical
coma-like polynomials.

By moving to radial polynomials, the coefficients of these polynomials,
sn,0 with even n, have been determined using a procedure that is analogous
to the one that has just been explained. The only differences are in the
aberrations that were introduced into the system, this time in the form:

Φ = aZn,0 + bZ2,0, (5.9)

and the metric that was used to calibrate the coefficient, no longer the PSF
displacement but the second moment of the intensity distribution, as defined
in Eq. (5.5). The result for the calibration of S4,0 is reported in Fig. 5.5b.
The base was calibrated in this way up to the sixth aberration order.

Figure 5.5: a) Dataset for the calibration of S3,−1. b) Dataset for the calibration of S4,0.
Adapted with permission from [168] ®Optica Publishing Group.
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5.1.4 Sensorless correction method

The base calibrated as explained in the previous subsection (5.1.3) was
tested on two different samples, a synthetic sample of fluorescent parti-
cles in agarose gel and the barrel cortex of an anesthetized mouse, to assess
its shift-less feature and compare it with the standard Zernike base. All el-
ements of the base were optimized, with the exception of Piston, Tip, Tilt
and Defocus, with a sensorless approach. Since the goal of this experiment
was not to get a short convergence time or optimal corrections performance,
we decided to use a simple hill-climb algorithm for the optimization. As an
optimization metric, we chose to use the mean intensity of the two-photon
fluorescence signal, generated by scanning the laser in a spiral pattern over
the sample with a period corresponding to the camera exposure. The aber-
ration amplitude was linearly modulated for each of the terms in the opti-
mization base, with the intensity metric being measured at each step of the
modulation. A Savitzky-Golay filter was used to filter the metric function
before it was interpolated. The correction coefficient was determined as the
peak-to-valley polynomial amplitude maximizing the metric value.

5.2 Results and Discussion

For each sample used, the results are presented by comparing three distinct
three dimensional datasets, acquired in 3 different ways: the first was ac-
quired without applying any aberration correction, the second was acquired
using the Zernike polynomials as correction base, and the third was ac-
quired using the shift-less base calibrated as described in Subsection 5.1.3.
The acquisition experimental protocol of the three datasets foresaw to ac-
quire first the dataset without correction, then the one with the Zernike cor-
rection base, and then the one corrected with the calibrated shift-less base.
In the end a fourth control dataset was acquired without aberration correc-
tion, to ensure that no motion artifacts occurred during the experiment and
to guarantee a fair and reliable comparison.

Let′s start considering the results obtained on the synthetic sample, flu-
orescent microspheres in agarose gel. The datasets were acquired inside the
sample, at a depth of 500 µm (considering the center of the z-stack), and
the main aberration introduced by the sample is spherical, as a consequence
of the mismatch between refractive indices. Two datasets, the uncorrected
one and the one corrected applying the shift-less base, were acquired on
a field of view of 20×20×10 µm3, instead the dataset corrected with the
Zernike base was acquired on a field of view of 20×20×20 µm3. The ex-
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tension of the acquisition in the radial direction was made to clearly assess
the radial shift introduced by the correction of aberrations with the Zernike
base. The size of the voxels acquired was the same in all three datasets and
is 200×200×500 nm3. In Fig. 5.6 the first row reports images of the plane
at the axial center of each dataset. It is clear that, in contrast to using a
shift-less base, which just raises the image’s average intensity, aberration
correction using the Zernike base drastically alters the details in the image
owing to the imaging plane’s axial shift. By searching within the corrected
datasets the planes with the best correlation with the central plane of the
uncorrected dataset, in the case of the correction with the shift-less base we
have to move down by 1 µm from the dataset’s axial center, while for the
Zernike base of 4 µm upwards, as shown in the second row of Fig. 5.6.

Figure 5.6: Results obtained with fluorescent microspheres sample: in the first row uncor-
rected, shift-less corrected and Zernike corrected images of the datasets’ axial center
are presented. In the second row, images of the planes with best correlation with the
uncorrected dataset’s axial center. On the right there is a schematic representation of
the datasets in the reference system, with the reported images highlighted in the z-stack
according to the color code of their contour. Scale bar is 3 µm. Adapted with permis-
sion from [168] ®Optica Publishing Group.

Furthermore, considering the image with highest correlation of the Zernike-
corrected dataset, a considerable lateral shift of ≈ 1 µm between the two
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pictures, the uncorrected and the Zernike-corrected one, can be noticed.
This lateral displacement is compensated when using the shift-less base, as
this presented a tip-tilt component of 1.2 λ peak-to-valley, which is equiv-
alent to ≈ 1 µm in the focal plane for our experimental setup.

Fig. 5.7 depicts an xz-section from the three datasets. The correction
performed with the shift-less base acts effectively on the slight spherical
aberration, in fact the fluorescent microspheres appear brighter and shorter
in the axial direction. In contrast, the correction performed with the Zernike
base not only considerably distorted the PSF, making the microspheres ap-
pear completely deformed, but also dramatically moved the imaging plane.

Figure 5.7: xz-section from the three datasets: the red dashed line represents the datasets’
axial center. Scale bar is 1 µm. Adapted with permission from [168] ®Optica Publish-
ing Group.

Then we decided to focus our attention on a single microspheres. In
Fig. 5.8 we reported the maximum intensity projections of the same mi-
crosphere in the three datasets: in the first row in the transverse plane (xy-
plane) and in the second row in the frontal (xz-plane) and sagittal (yz-
plane) plane. The, we estimated the lateral resolution of each dataset mea-
suring the FWHM of the microsphere intensity. For the uncorrected dataset
we obtained a resolution of 710 ± 2 nm, correcting the aberrations using
the Zernike base a resolution of 600 ± 2 nm, and using the shift-less base
for correction the resolution still improves, reaching a value of 540 ± 2
nm. Finally, we presented in Fig. 5.9 the phase patterns obtained after
imaging optimization, using the shift-less base as correction base and using
the Zernike base.

Now to the results obtained in-vivo in an anesthetized mouse (Fig.
5.10), certainly a more interesting experimental scenario for applications
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Figure 5.8: Maximum intensity projections of a sub-diffraction object in the field of view.
In the first row the projections in xy plane is reported. In the second row, xz and yz
projections are reported. Horizontal scale bars are 200 nm, vertical scale bar is 500
nm. Adapted with permission from [168] ®Optica Publishing Group.

Figure 5.9: Phase correction after optimization with the shift-less base and with the
Zernike base in fluorescent microspheres experiment. Adapted with permission from
[168] ®Optica Publishing Group.
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of adaptive optics in nonlinear microscopy. Working in-vivo, for ethical
issues it was necessary to minimize the acquisition time of datasets, so we
decided to reduce sampling a bit and acquire voxels of 1×1×1 µm3. This
time, datasets were acquired over a field of view of 200×200×50 µm3.

Figure 5.10: In-vivo experiment: the mouse is positioned under the microscope and kept
anesthetized with 2,2,2-tribromoethanol for 1 hour.

Similarly to the experiment on the synthetic sample, in Fig. 5.11 we
reported the images of the plane at the axial center of each dataset, the un-
corrected one, the shift-less corrected one and the Zernike-corrected one.
Also this time, the details shown in the image of the third dataset (Zernike
base correction) are completely different from those present in the other two
images. Small motion artifacts are inevitable in this kind of experiment, but
when the Zernike base is used for correction, the dataset exhibits noticeable
shifts when contrasted to the uncorrected and shift-less corrected datasets.

Figure 5.11: Images of fluorescence from sRhoVR-1 injection in the barrel cortex of anes-
thetized mouse. Two-dimensional images at the focal plane of the microscope in the
absence of correction, in the case of correction with the shift-less base, and of correc-
tion with the Zernike base. Scale bar is 20 µm. Adapted with permission from [168]
®Optica Publishing Group.
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Referring to the detail highlighted by the red box in Fig. 5.12, we re-
ported the plans of the three datasets with the maximum correlation in the
second row. Between uncorrected dataset and shift-less corrected dataset
there is perfect correspondence between the central axial planes, instead in
the Zernike-corrected dataset we have to move of 6 µm upward and how-
ever there is not perfect correspondence between the observed features. In
addition, in the images of the xz-plane sections shown in the third row
of the figure, it is clearly seen that the use of the shift-less base improves
intensity and resolution.

Figure 5.12: Detail from the red highlighted area of images at the axial center of the
three datasets. In the second row the images from the three dataset with the highest
correlation are reported. In the third row the same section from each dataset on a xz-
plane. Scale bars are 10 µm. Adapted with permission from [168] ®Optica Publishing
Group.

On the contrary, the dataset corrected with the Zernike base shows a
slight worsening of the resolution. In fact, because of the small amount of
fluorophores present in the three-dimensional field of vision, the Zernike-
correction tends to shift the focus of the image towards more fluorescent
details to optimize the intensity metric, sacrificing resolution. An example
of this is given in Fig. 5.13. Here we focus on the detail highlighted by the
magenta box: similarly to Fig. 5.12, in the second row we reported three
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planes with maximum correlation, while in the third row is reported the
same sagittal section in the three datasets. Observing the sagittal sections
it is evident that correcting with the shift-less base the two cell bodies are
resolved correctly and are perfectly distinguishable, instead correcting with
the Zernike base they appear as a single fluorescent mass.

Figure 5.13: Detail from the magenta highlighted area of images at the axial center of the
three datasets. In the second row the images from the three dataset with the highest
correlation are reported. In the third row the same section from each dataset on a yz-
plane. Scale bars are 10 µm. Adapted with permission from [168] ®Optica Publishing
Group.

In conclusion, we presented in Fig. 5.14 the phase patterns obtained
after imaging optimization, using the shift-less base as correction base and
using the Zernike base in this in-vivo experiment.

5.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, a method for calibrating a shift-less aberration base for sen-
sorless adaptive optics in two-photon microscopy has been proposed and
validated. To take advantage of the approach presented here, a standard
two-photon fluorescence microscope has to be modified into an adaptive
microscopy system, however the necessary modifications are extremely
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Figure 5.14: Phase correction after optimization with the shift-less base and with the
Zernike base in in-vivo experiment. Adapted with permission from [168] ®Optica Pub-
lishing Group.

simple and well within the reach of researchers with experience in non-
linear optical configurations. The results presented in Section 5.2 demon-
strated that not always the shifts introduced using Zernike polynomials as
correction base are negligible and the images obtained can be seriously
compromised. Furthermore, adaptive optics is becoming increasingly used
in microscope applications in its anisoplanatic declination, where tiled parts
of the field of view are independently corrected. It is possible that apply-
ing different Zernike-corrections to each tile results in artifacts in the entire
reconstructed image, due to the relative shifts introduced, even when an op-
timum correction is applied. So, because of the ease with which the calibra-
tion process may be implemented and because of the possible advantages
associated with its use, we believe we have provided a very valid tool for all
sensorless adaptive optics systems for nonlinear microscopy applications.
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CHAPTER6
Conclusions and future perspectives

The present thesis is a contribution to the field of multimodal nonlinear op-
tical microscopy applied to biological samples. In the last 3 years I had the
opportunity to explore this topic deepening three different aspects: first, the
problem of phototoxicity induced in viable cells by NIR ultrashort pulsed
laser radiation (Chapter 3); second, the development and optimization of
a multimodal microscopy setup and its use to study a complex biological
problem such as bone diseases (Chapter 4); third, the improvements that
adaptive optics can bring to nonlinear imaging techniques in terms of reso-
lution and depth of penetration (Chapter 5).

In Chapter 3, we studied the survival rate of HeLa cells exposed to
NIR laser radiation, following a data-driven approach. We characterized
the photodamage mechanisms that come into play, corroborating the pres-
ence of photothermal damage with thermodynamics considerations. In ad-
dition, we provided useful insights into safe working conditions to many
researchers planning experiments involving laser illumination [167].

In Chapter 4, we used the VIBRA multimodal nonlinear microscope
on murine spine tissue samples to gather morphological and biochemical
information over wide FOVs. By exploiting the characteristics of the dif-
ferent microscopy modalities, we demonstrated the impact of the DPP3
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enzyme suppression in collagen expression, in collagen fibrils orientation
and in the lipid content distribution, proving the validity and effectiveness
of multimodal microscopy as a diagnostic tool for pathologies character-
ized by bone loss.

In Chapter 5, we proposed an innovative calibration method for shift-
less correction base in sensorless adaptive optics microscopy applications.
We demonstrated the shiftless feature of such a calibrated base on a syn-
thetic sample and in-vivo on mouse brain, obraining improvement in reso-
lution and correction of aberrations [168].

In my opinion, the combination of the findings presented in this the-
sis could lead to a breakthrough in the field of nonlinear microscopy for
biological applications such as the development of a new pioneering and
innovative multimodal nonlinear optical microscope, with an adaptive op-
tical element for in-vivo biomedical applications. Without any doubt, the
true value of nonlinear technologies lies in their label-free and non-invasive
nature, which makes them suitable for in-situ and in-vivo applications and
future clinical translation. The application of adaptive optics to multimodal
nonlinear microscopy could make this translation closer and more con-
crete, improving resolution and penetration depth. In particular, although
attempts have been made, application of adaptive optics to CRS techniques
still has much room for improvement, mainly due to the difficulty of op-
timizing the wave fronts of two beams, pump and Stokes, with a single
adaptive element. Surely it is a very ambitious vision but, as Hegel said,
nothing great in the world has ever been accomplished without passion.
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